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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to §§ 78A-3-102(4),
78A-4-103(2)(j),UCA(1953).
ISSUES ON APPEAL
1. Whether the subject foreclosure proceedings were in compliance with law. Preserved: Opposition to Defendants Woodall's Motion to Dismiss, December 31, 2009, see
record at 163-165; Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27, 2010 see record at
504-506; Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, October 18, 2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record at 599-603.
2. Whether a "substitution of trustee" under a trust deed, requires a writing executed
by the party to be bound, under the Statue of Frauds, § 25-5-1, UCA (1953). Preserved:
Opposition to Defendants Woodall's Motion to Dismiss, see record at 163-165; December 31, 2009, Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27, 2010, see record at 504506; Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, October 18, 2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record at 599-603.
3. Whether, under § 57-21(4), UCA (1953), prior to execution of a written substitution of trustee, a person purporting to be a substitute trustee can exercise trustee powers,
including the power of sale under §§ 57-1-23, 57-1-24, UCA (1953). Preserved: Opposition to Defendants Woodall's Motion to Dismiss, December 31, 2009, see record at 163165; Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27, 2010, see record at 504-506; Opposi-
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tion to Motion to Dismiss, October 18, 2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of
Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record at 599-603.
4. Whether a Notice of default is effective, under § 57-l-22(3)(a), UCA (1953), if
recorded long prior to recordation of the substitution as trustee of the person recording
the notice. Preserved: Opposition to Defendants WoodalPs Motion to Dismiss, December 31, 2009, see record at 163-165; Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27,
2010, see record at 504-506; Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, October 18, 2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record at 599-603.
5. Whether the phrase "ratify and confirm" in § 57-l-22(l)(c) means any more than
"adopt for one's own purposes," and permits a beneficiary of a trust deed, by approval
after the fact, to legalize actions which were illegal when taken. Preserved: Opposition
to Defendants WoodalPs Motion to Dismiss, December 31, 2009, see record at 163-165;
Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27, 2010, see record at 504-506; Opposition
to Motion to Dismiss, October 18, 2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of
Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record at 599-603.
6. Whether the authority to "ratify and confirm" conferred by § 57-l-22(l)(c) applies outside the time between execution of a written substitution of trustee and recordation of the substitution. Preserved: Opposition to Defendants WoodalPs Motion to Dismiss, December 31, 2009, see record at 163-165; Response to Motion to Dismiss, September 27, 2010, see record at 504-506; Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, October 18,
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2010, see record at 569-571; Preserved: Orders of Dismissal, January 7, 2011, see record
at 599-603.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The issues presented raise only questions of law, reviewed for correctness, without
deference to the views of the district court. Geisdorfv. Doughty, 972 P.2d 67, 69-70
(Utah 1998); Robinson v. State, 20 P.3d 396, 398 (Utah 2007). On motion to dismiss, the
facts are as stated in the Amended Complaint. Oakwood Village LLC v. Albertsons, Inc.,
104 P. 3d 1226, 1230 (Utah 2004); Bearneau v. Martina, 223 P. 3d 1128, 1130 (Utah
2009). All inferences from such facts are to be drawn in favor of complainant. Krouse v.
Bower, 20 P. 3d 895, 897 (Utah 2001).
STATEMENT OF FACTS/STATEMENT OF CASE
The facts in this matter, for purposes of the district court's ruling on motions to dismiss, are those stated in the Amended Complaint, as follows:
1. Plaintiff is the owner of the property located at 10449 Hyacinth Circle, Sandy,
Utah 84094 in Salt Lake County (hereinafter "the subject property"), under a deed thereto
made and recorded on October 28, 2004, Entry # 9210278, Book 9054, Page 3294 in Salt
Lake County. See Record p. 21.
2. Prior to April 4, 2006, said property was subject to a first and second mortgage
under trust deeds thereto made and recorded respectively on October 28, 2004 and found
at Entry # 9210279, Book 9054, Page 3295 and Entry # 9210280, Book 9054, Page 3314
in the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office. See Record p. 22.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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3. On or about April 4, 2006, Plaintiff refinanced her second mortgage by executing
a Promissory Note (hereinafter "the second position Note") in favor of defendant second
position Lender Citibank Federal Savings Bank. On information and belief the original of
said second position Note was then retained by defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank.
See Record p. 22.
4. On or about April 4, 2006, Plaintiff made and delivered the Trust Deed (hereinafter "the second position Trust Deed"), conveying the subject property in trust for the purposes recited therein to First American Title of Utah as Trustee. Defendant Trustee James
H. Woodall (hereinafter "Woodall") purports to be the successor in interest thereof. Said
second position Trust Deed was recorded on April 19, 2006, and found at Entry #
9698034, Book 9282, Page 3031-3039 in the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office. See
Record p. 22.
5. Said second position Trust Deed names as Beneficiary of said Trust Deed defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank. See Record p. 22.
6. On or about July 25, 2007, Plaintiff increased her credit limit on her second
mortgage with defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank by executing a Note and Modification Agreement in favor of Citibank. Said Note and Modification Agreement was recorded on October 12, 2007, and found at Entry # 10248288, Book 9525, Page 49784982 in the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office. See Record p. 22.
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7. On or about February 11, 2008, Defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank completed a Subordination Agreement, later recorded on March 5, 2008, in which said defendant's security interest in the aforementioned subject Property became subject to and of
lower priority than the lien created by the forthcoming refinanced first mortgage by Bank
of Utah. See Record p. 22.
8. On or about February 27,2008, Plaintiff refinanced her first mortgage by executing a Promissory Note (hereinafter "the first position Note") in favor of Bank of Utah.
Defendant US Bank NA purports to be the successor in interest of Bank of Utah in the
first position Note. On information and belief the original of said first position Note was
then retained by Bank of Utah. See Record p. 23.
9. On or about February 27, 2008, Plaintiff made and delivered the Trust Deed
(hereinafter "the first position Trust Deed"), conveying the subject property in trust for
the purposes recited therein to Lender Bank of Utah as Trustee. Defendant successor
Trustee eTitle Insurance Agency (hereinafter "eTitle") purports to be the successor in interest thereof. Said first position Trust Deed was recorded on March 5, 2008, and found
at Entry # 10365848, Book 9578, Page 8391-8404 in the Salt Lake County Recorder's
Office. See Record p. 23.
10. Said first position Trust Deed names as beneficiary of said Trust Deed defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (hereinafter "MERS") acting solely
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as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns, and the successors and assigns of MERS. See Record p. 23.
11. As a result of said transactions the subject property was subject, as of February
28, 2008, to a first position Note in favor of Bank of Utah, secured by a first Trust Deed
in which the Trustee is Bank of Utah, and a second position Note in favor of Citibank
Federal Savings Bank, subordinate to such first position Note, and secured by a second
Trust Deed in which the trustee is First American Title Company. See Record p. 23.
12. The first position Trust Deed recites that the beneficiary of this security instrument is MERS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) and
the successors and assigns of MERS and Borrower understands and agrees that MERS
holds only legal title to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but,
if necessary to comply with law or custom, MERS (as nominee for Lender and Lender's
successors and assigns) has the right to exercise any or all of these interests, including,
but not limited to, the right to foreclose and sell the property; and to take any action required of Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and canceling this Security Instrument. See Record p. 24.
13. First position Lender Bank of Utah and defendant second position Lender Citibank Federal Savings Bank (hereinafter "Lenders"), independently pooled the first position Note and the second position Note (hereinafter "Notes") with other such instruments,
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and then sold the pooled instruments as securities to unknown investors. See Record p.
24.
14. Both Lenders have been reimbursed all sums advanced by each of them in connection with said Notes. See Record p. 24.
15. Lenders' function was limited to obtaining the Notes, in exchange for a fee, as a
preliminary step to "securitization" of the obligations as described herein. See Record p.
24.
16. The obligations on the Notes were pooled and sold by Bank of Utah and/or defendant US Bank NA, and defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank and/or a person or
persons unknown as securities to numerous investors unknown. See Record p. 25.
17. The second position Trust Deed has not been assigned or transferred of record,
in whole or in part. See Record p. 25.
18. Thereafter, on or about April 16, 2009, defendant Woodall, purporting to act as
Trustee for the subordinated second position Trust Deed Beneficiary, defendant Citibank
Federal Savings Bank, recorded on the public record, but failed to serve upon plaintiff,
the Notice of Default pursuant to Utah Code § 57-1-26. Said Notice of Default states that
a Trustee was not named in the pertinent Deed of Trust. In fact, said Deed of Trust names
First American Title Company as Trustee. See Record p. 26.
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19. Defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank and defendant Woodall failed to record and serve upon plaintiff a Substitution of Trustee at the time of filing said Notice of
Default pursuant to Utah Code § 57-l-22(3)(a). See Record p. 26.
20. On or about June 30, 2009, defendant eTitle served upon plaintiff, the Notice of
Default and Election to Sell for the first position Note/Trust Deed. See Record p. 26.
21. Defendant MERS and defendant eTitle failed to record and serve upon plaintiff
a Substitution of Trustee naming eTitle as successor Trustee to Bank of Utah for the first
position Trust Deed at the time of filing said Notice of Default pursuant to Utah Code §
57-l-22(3)(a). See Record p. 26.
22. On or about August 11, 2009 a Notice of Trustee's Sale for the second position
Trust Deed was posted on the door of the subject property by defendant Woodall stating
his intention to sell the subject property on September 16, 2009 at 11:30 a.m. This was
the first communication plaintiff received from defendant Woodall. See Record p. 26.
23. On or about September 16, 2009, defendant Woodall, purporting to act as Trustee for defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank on their previously subordinated second
position lien, foreclosed and sold the subject property at auction to defendant Corleen
Kemker Trust (hereinafter "Kemker"). Defendant Woodall was not then a qualified successor trustee under the second Trust Deed. See Record p. 26.
24. On or about September 18, 2009 a Substitution of Trustee was recorded for the
first position Trust Deed by Kara Knable, "Assistant Vice President" for US Bank NA,
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Beneficiary, naming eTitle Insurance Agency as Successor Trustee. At such time MERS
remained the Beneficiary, nominated in said Trust Deed, and hadn't assigned beneficial
interest to defendant US Bank NA. See Record p. 27.
25. The first position Trust Deed was not assigned or transferred of record until after
the described attempted foreclosure of the second position Trust Deed. See Record p. 27.
26. On or about September 18, 2009, a Notice to Quit - Five Day Notice to Vacate
was posted on the door of the subject property by Defendant Kemker. See Record p. 27.
27. On or about September 24, 2009, a Trustee's Deed for the second position Trust
Deed was recorded at Entry # 10803743 Book 9765 Page 4347-4349 in the Salt Lake
County Recorders Office by defendant Woodall to Corlene Kemker Trust as Grantee. See
Record p. 27.
28. On or about September 24, 2009, defendant Kemker posted a Ninety (90) Day
Notice to Vacate on the door of the subject property. See Record p. 27.
29. On or about October 2, 2009, a Notice of Trustee's Sale, on behalf of defendant
US Bank NA as Beneficiary, was posted on the door of the subject property stating a sale
date of November 2, 2009.

As of October 2, 2009, MERS was the Beneficiary of said

Trust Deed. See Record p. 27.
30. On or about October 30, 2009, an Assignment of Trust Deed, was recorded for
the first position Trust Deed by Kara Knable, in this instance as "Certifying Officer" for
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MERS, as Beneficiary, purporting to assign beneficial interest to defendant US Bank NA.
See Record p. 27.
31. On or about October 30, 2009, a Substitution of Trustee was recorded for the
second position Trust Deed by defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank as Beneficiary
to James H. Woodall as Successor Trustee.

See Record p. 28.

32. Judge Skanchy refused to issue an Order of Restitution based upon such proceedings.
33. Judge Medley thereafter issued such an Order, approving foreclosure by the
"substitute" trustee, upon the basis of § 57-1-22, UCA (1953), and the provisions thereof
relating to "ratification." See Record pp. 604-607.
34. This appeal was timely filed February 2, 2011. See Record pp. 608-609 An
amended appeal was filed on February 3, 2011. See Record pp. 610-611.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
An oral substitution of trustee violates the Statute of Frauds, and is a nullity. Substitution of a trustee long after the fact cannot validate actions taken by a person not then
the trustee. A written substitution of trustee not recorded at the time of filing a Notice of
Default is ineffective. Notices filed in such circumstances are ineffective. The "ratification" provision of § 57-1-22, UCA (1953) cannot validate the actions of one who does not
timely file a written substitution of trustee.
ARGUMENT
THE JUDGMENT IS DIRECTLY CONTRARY TO TWO STATUTES.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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The ruling rises and falls upon the district court's assertion that a beneficiary of a
trust deed can substitute trustees by oral agreement, and the power of the substitute trustee will run from the date of the oral arrangement, not from the date of any written and
subscribed substitution, or the recording of the writing.
The ruling violates the Statute of Frauds (§25-5-1, UCA (1953)) on its face, does not
comport with the applicable statute, §57-l-22(l)(c), UCA (1953)), and is wholly unsupported by an appropriate finding of fact.
LACK OF SUPPORTING FINDINGS OF FACT
There was no evidence before the district court of any oral substitution of trustee of
the subject trust deed. There was no evidence that any oral substitution contained an express ratification provision. There is no finding that any such oral arrangement took
place.
The evidence is simply that a written substitution was finally executed and recorded
months after completion of foreclosure proceedings by the alleged substitute trustee.
The district court may not rely upon an oral substitution of trustee which it can't
find occurred.
THE STATUTE
Section 57-l-22(l)(c), UCA (1953) expressly allows a beneficiary to ratify "action
taken — by the new trustee prior to the recording of the substitution of trustee." This
says nothing at all about acts prior to the execution or existence of a substitution. The
word "recording" presumes a written document. A recordable document is required by §
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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57-1-22(3). The Statute of Frauds, § 25-5-1, UCA (1953) renders an oral substitution
void.
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
The statutory language recognizes the plain requirement of a writing satisfying the
Statute of Frauds, §25-5-1, UCA (1953). The Statute of Frauds provides:
No estate or interest in real property — nor any
trust power over or concerning real property or in
any manner relating thereto, shall be created,
granted, assigned, surrendered or declared otherwise
than by act or operation of law, or by deed or conveyance in writing subscribed by the party creating,
granting, surrendering or declaring the same —
Plainly the statute includes any transfer from one trustee to another of a "trust power over
or concerning" realty.
That a substitution of trustee was, in fact, eventually reduced to writing, is immaterial. The writing was admittedly executed after the Notice of Default was recorded. The
Notice of Default was void at the time recorded, because no authority then existed to record it. The subsequent foreclosure proceeding and sale based on it were void.
Occidental/Nebraska Fed. Savings Bank v. Mehr, supra, 791 P.2d at 221.
A trust deed is
a deed . . . conveying real property to a trustee in trust to secure the
performance of an obligation of the trustor or other person named in
the deed to a beneficiary.
A trust deed is similar to a mortgage in that it is given as security for
the performance of an obligation. However, a trust deed is a conveyance by which title to the trust property passes to the trustee. Upon
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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default, the trustee has power to sell the property to satisfy the trustor's debt to the beneficiary.
First Sec. Bank v. Banberrv Crossing. 780 R2d 1253. 1256 (Utah
1989) (emphasis added) (internal quotation marks and footnotes omitted); see also Utah Code Ann. §§ 57-1-16 to -36 (1994).
Thus, a trust deed is intended to convey some kind of title to real
property. Of necessity, it conveys more than "bare legal title" to land
because the point of the deed is to allow the sale of the property upon
default to satisfy the underlying obligation. See Utah Code Ann. § 571-23 (1994).
Capital Assets Financial Services v. Maxwell 994 P.2d 201, 203-04 (Utah 2000) (footnotes omitted).
First, we examine the purpose and hybrid nature of a trust deed
under Utah statutes. " 'Trust deed' means a deed executed in conformity with this act and conveying real property to a trustee in trust
to secure the performance of an obligation of the grantor or other
person named in the deed to a beneficiary." Utah Code Ann. § 57-119(3) (1986). Although a trust deed, like a mortgage, is given as security for the performance of some obligation, it is nevertheless a
conveyance by which title to the trust property passes to the trustee.
See Utah Code Ann. §57-1-19(4) (1986) ("trustee" is a person to
whom title to real property is conveyed by trust deed); see also Utah
Code Ann. §57-1-28(1986).
As a general rule, an instrument purporting to be a deed and in
which a blank has been left for the name of the grantee is no deed
and is inoperative as a conveyance of legal title as long as the blank
remains. Burnham v. Eschler. 116 Utah 61. 208 R2d 96 (1949).
Thus, the document recorded by American on April 8, 1983, is ineffective as a title-conveying instrument because it does not identify or
name the trustee, who is the grantee under the deed. We nonetheless
agree with the trial court's alternative conclusion that the instrument
recorded is operative as a mortgage despite this omission.
Unlike a trust deed, a mortgage in Utah is not a title-conveying
instrument.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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General Glass Corp. v. Mast Constr. Co., 766 P.2d 429, 432 (Utah 1988)
(footnotes omitted).
Not only is a trust deed a conveyance of title subject to the Statute of Frauds, because identification of the trustee makes the document such a conveyance, substitution of
the trustee is necessarily a further conveyance subject to the Statute of Frauds.
THE LIMITS OF RATIFICATION
It cannot be claimed in this case that any substitution of trustee could have been affected prior to the making of a written, signed substitution, or that the actions of anyone
other than the original trustee could be effective as acts of the trustee, or could subsequently be "ratified" as such.
It is at least peculiar to assert that actions of a substitute trustee can be "ratified,"
and thereby rendered legal, which no one would suggest could be thus "ratified" if taken
by an original trustee. Of course, under the decision below, this discrepancy is easily finessed by pretending an oral, unrecorded substitution as trustee of anyone whose actions
the beneficiary wishes to "ratify." Such oral substitutions are valid and enforceable according to the decision below. If the substitution is not put into writing and recorded before the actions sought to be legalized, all such actions can be "ratified" after the fact,
even though they would be plainly illegal after the recording.
The purpose of the technical requirements for foreclosure is protection of the interests of borrowers. Occidental/Nebraska Fed. Savings Bank v. Mehr, 791 P.2d 217, 221
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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(U. Apps. 1990). The requirements are not to be ignored or glibly misconstrued to assist
lenders.
Section 57-1-21.5(1), UCA (1953), provides
(1) Except as provided in Subsection (2), the following duties
of the trustee may not be delegated:
(a) the preparation and execution of:
(i) the notice of default and election to sell;
(ii) the cancellation of notice of default and election to
sell;
(iii) the notice of sale; and
(iv) the trustee's deed;
(b) the notification of foreclosure through publication, posting,
and certified or registered mail;
(c) the receiving and responding to requests for reinstatement
or payoff requirements; and
(d) the handling of reinstatement or payoff funds.
Subsection (2) contains no exceptions pertinent to this case.
Section 57-1-20(4), UCA (1953) provides:
— the power of sale and other trustee powers under the trust
deed may be exercised only if the beneficiary has appointed a
qualified successor trustee under Section 57-1-22.
Under §§57-1-20(4) and 57-1-21.5(1), no one could properly prepare notices of default and sale, or conduct a trustee's sale, or give a trustee's deed, prior to September 23,
2009, except U.S. Title. These powers and duties could not be delegated.
Section 57-1-22(1), UCA (1953), provides:
(l)(a) The beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee at any time by
filing for record in the office of the county recorder of each county in
which the trust property or some part of the trust property is situated, a
substitution of trustee.
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(b) The new trustee shall succeed to all the power, duties, authority, and title of the trustee named in the deed of trust and of any successor trustee.
(c) The beneficiary may, by express provision in the substitution of
trustee, ratify and confirm action taken on the beneficiary's behalf by
the new trustee prior to the recording of the substitution of trustee.
The appointment of a successor trustee does not violate the prohibition against delegation
of authority contained in §57-1-21.5(1). Section 57-1-22, however, is subject to the Statute of Frauds, §25-5-1, UCA (1953). That is, without regard for recording, a substitution
of trustee, which is an assignment of a trust power, is invalid if not in writing, executed
by the beneficiary of the trust deed.
A WRITTEN SUBSTITUTION MUST BE RECORDED TO INITIATE FORECLOSURE
Further, §57-1-22(3), provides:
(3)(a) If not previously recorded, at the time of recording a notice of
default, the successor trustee shall file for record, in the office of the
county recorder of each county in which the trust property or some
part of it is situated, the substitution of trustee.
(b) A copy of the substitution of trustee shall be sent in the manner
provided in Subsection 57-1-26(2) to any:
(i) person who requests a copy of any notice of default or notice of
sale under Subsection 57-l-26(l)(a); and
(ii) person who is a party to the trust deed to whom a copy of a notice
of default would be required to be mailed by Subsection 57-1-26 (3).
The necessary recording of a Notice of Default requires existence of a written substitution of trustee which can be recorded at the same time (if not previously recorded). This
simply disallows the district court's ruling that a Notice of Default can be recorded long
before a written, recordable substitution is executed.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Apparently, the district court did not read §57-1-22(3)(a). It is irrelevant that the
statute allows a substitution to be made which is not recorded "prior to recording of a
Notice of Default". It disallows recording of a notice of default before recording of the
substitution. The statute requires that the successor trustee record the substitution of trustee at or before recording of a notice of default. Recording the substitution after the notice of default is non-compliance. There can be no trustee's sale unless the notice of default is recorded, no later than at the same time as any substitution of trustee, in compliance with the statute.1
The ratification authority set forth in Utah Code 57-l-22(l)(c) is precisely what it
says it is, nothing more: "The beneficiary may — ratify and confirm action taken —
by the new trustee prior to the recording of the substitution of trustee". Regardless of
recordation, unless and until there is a writing satisfying the statute of frauds, there is no
"appointment" of a "new trustee". There is no "substitution of trustee". This is indicated
by the phrase "express provision in the substitution of trustee". "Express" here must
mean written, to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. Barring an appropriate written appointment, there is no transfer of power from the preceding trustee to the "new trustee". See
§57-l-22(l)(b),UCA(1953).

1

Even if the statute were read to validate prior recording of a notice of default upon recording of the substitution of trustee the present foreclosure was illegal because (1) the
substitution did not exist at the time the notice of default was recorded, and (2) the time
from recording of the substitution to sale was too short.
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The ability conferred by §57-l-22(l)(c) is to "ratify and confirm" actions of the
"new trustee" taken "prior to the recording of the substitution of trustee". "Ratify", however, does not include power to "legitimize" actions illegal when taken; nor does ability
to confirm acts prior to "recording" of a substitution include any power respecting acts
taken before the existence of a substitution. If "ratify" had the meaning given it by the
district court, all of the foreclosure requirements enacted for the purpose of protesting
borrowers could be avoided by simply never recording a proper substitution of trustee.
The undisguisable facts are that the actions of Woodall and eTitle now relied upon
by the district court were statutorily forbidden at the time taken, and the substitution of
trustee relied upon was not created or executed until after the foreclosure. There is no
authority in §57-l-22(l)(c) to legitimize illegal acts, such as the filing of a notice of default by a person not the trustee, who does not then record his substitution of trustee.
There is no authority in the section to ratify actions "by the new trustee" before execution
of a written substitution making him the new trustee.
It is not permissible, as the district court supposes, to assert, months after a trustee's
sale, that the beneficiary had orally appointed a new trustee, with notice to no one. Such
an appointment would constitute an improper delegation of authority under §57-1-21.5.
It would eliminate reliability of the present public record, showing authority lodged in the
currently appointed trustee.
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The appointment as substitute trustee was not executed until after the foreclosure.
Until then, only the original trustee was empowered to act. Debtor was entitled to rely
upon this appointment.
The requirement of §57-l-22(3)(a) that the substitution of trustee be recorded "at the
time of recording a notice of default" presumes that a written, recordable substitution of
trustee exists at the time of recording a notice of default. An oral "appointment", not only
violates the statute of frauds, it cannot be recorded as required. The further requirement
to deliver a copy to the debtor is obviously to protect the debtor. The purported substitution here was not created or executed until after foreclosure. It could not have been recorded "at the time" of recording the Notice of Default. It did not then exist. The power
to declare a default and foreclose remained with the original trustee. Debtor was never
appropriately notified of a change of trustee.
Section 57-l-22(l)(c) applies during the period between execution of a written substitution of trustee and the time it can be recorded. It deletes any requirement inferred
from §57-l-22(l)(a) that the substitution be of record before a new trustee can file a notice of default, and permits recording of the substitution and notice at the same time.
Otherwise, the authority to "ratify" applies to acts which, having no statutorily defined
compliance, are not outlawed by failure to observe the statute. Beneficiaries may not, by
ratification, render legal after the fact what was illegal when it was done; notwithstanding
they may "confirm" actions which do not violate any express provision.
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Certainly, §57-l-22(l)(c) does not repeal §57-1-21.5(1) or §25-5-1, the Statute of
Frauds.
There is nothing in §57-l-22(l)(c) from which the district court might have concluded that, without executing a substitution of trustee, the purported beneficiary of the
trust deed, could have terminated the authority of the trustee of record, and conferred it
upon another. Beneficiary could not have notified the debtor, through the public record,
to deal with the original trustee, while secretly empowering another. It could not delete
the protection accorded the debtor by §57-l-22(3)(b), by authorizing long after the fact
apparently stray proceedings of an unknown "trustee". "The grantor of the power is entitled to have his directions obeyed; to have the proper notice of sale given; to have it take
place at the time and place, by the person appointed by him." Concepts, Inc. v. First Sec.
Realty Services, 743 P. 2d 1158, 1160-61 (Utah 1987) (emphasis added).
The statutory scheme contemplates that there be only one trustee at any time. Some
powers of the trustee, including filing of Notices of Default and Sale, and foreclosure,
must be perfected by strict compliance with the statutory requirements. Failure to do so
vitiates any actions taken in the purported exercise of the power of the trustee.
No authority of a trustee exists prior to appointment, which must be in writing; no
power exists to "ratify" actions taken prior to such appointment. Prior to such appointment, authority to act is conferred exclusively upon the predecessor trustee duly appointed.
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As noted, §57-l-22(3)(a) makes recordation of the substitution "a prerequisite to the
validity of the Notice of Default". Recording of a Notice of Default is not an act which,
in defiance of statutory requirements, can be "ratified". Sections 57-1-23 and 57-1-24 relate to sale of the trust property by a properly qualified and appointed trustee. Section
57-1-21(4), regarding qualifications of trustees, provides:
— the power of sale and other trustee powers under the trust deed
may be exercised only if the beneficiary has appointed a qualified
successor trustee under section 57-1-22.
Until a written substitution of trustee has been recorded as required by §57-1-22, the
beneficiary has not appointed a successor trustee, and no power of sale or other trustee's
power may be exercised, except by the predecessor trustee. The exercise of such power
in violation of this provision cannot be "ratified" after the fact by the beneficiary.
Each part of a statute must be construed to operate in cooperation with the remainder, and with the statutory scheme of which it is part. An interpretation of part of a statute will not be adopted which is not compelled by the language, and which effectively
repeals other parts of the statute and critical provisions of the statutory scheme. Mountain
States Tel & Tel Co. v. Garfield County, 811 P.2d 184, 187 (Utah 1990).
There is neither evidence nor finding of an oral substitution of trustee in this case,
nor of inclusion in any such arrangement of an express ratification of any action. There is
no factual basis for the district court's ruling.
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There is no statutory basis. The pertinent statutes do not permit oral substitution of
trustees. A written substitution long after the recording of a Notice of Default cannot
validate the notice, or any subsequent proceedings based on it.
The foreclosure proceeding in this case was void. The judgment enforcing the foreclosure should be reversed at once.
CONCLUSIONS
The district court's ruling is simply a misreading of the pertinent statutes. It should
be reversed at once.
Respectfully submitted this 13th day of July, 2011.
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Jeffery S. Williams (6054)
Jed K. Burton (9421)
NELSON CHRISTENSEN
HOLLINGWORTH & WILLIAMS
68 South Main Street, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 531-8400
Facsimile: (801) 363-3614
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«SALf LAKE COUNTY

%.

Deputy

Attorneys for Defendant U.S. Bank, NA

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
STEPHAME REYNOLDS,
Plaintiff,

JAMES H. WOODALL, CITIBANK
FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, U.S. BANK,
N.A., MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.,
ETTTLE INSURANCE AGENCY LX.C,
and JOHN DOES OF UNKNOWN
NUMBER;

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT U.S.
BANK, NA'S MOTION
TO DISMISS

Judge: Tyrone E. Medley
Civil No.: 090919624

Defendants.
On December 13,2010, at 3:30 p.m., the motion to dismissfiledby defendant U.S. Bank,
NA, came onforhearing before the Court Present at the hearing were Mr. Jeff Williams,
counsel for defendant U.S. Bank, NA, and Mr. E. Craig Smay, counselforthe plaintiff Stephanie
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Reynolds. U.S. Bank, NA's motion to dismiss was fully briefed, and having considered the
parties' arguments, the Court hereby rules and orders as follows:
1. Defendant U.S. Bank, NA's motion to dismiss is granted.
2. The parties' cross requests for an award of fees in connection with this motion to
dismiss are denied.
3. The Court grants this motion to dismiss on the ground that the proper application of
the law of the case doctrine, in conjunction with the prior rulings of the Court in this
case, requires the dismissal of all claims asserted against defendant U.S. Bank, NA.
4. Plaintiff Stephanie Reynolds' amended complaint asserts various causes of action
contesting the trust deed foreclosure proceedings and subsequent foreclosure sale of
property located at 10449 Hyacinth Circle, Sandy City, Utah, 84094. Previously, the
Court dismissed plaintiff Stephanie Reynolds' causes of action against the substitute
trustee, co-defendant James H. Woodall, the party to have conducted the foreclosure
sale of the above identified property. In addition, based in significant part on that
ruling, the Court thereafter granted summary judgment and quieted title to the
identified property in favor of the co-defendant The Corlene Kemker Trust, the party
to have acquired the property at the trust deed foreclosure sale.
5. The Court here incorporates the content of its prior rulings, which are here controlling
under the law of the case doctrine, and justify the dismissal of all claims asserted
against U.S. Bank, NA, as set forth in the amended complaint
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6. As such, all claims asserted against defendant U.S. Bank, NA, by the plaintiff
Stqphanie Reynolds in the amended complaint sire hereby dismissed.
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CERTDHCATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING
DEFENDANT U.S. BANK NA'S MOTION TO DISMISS was served via U.S. first-class
mail, postage prepaid, this *P

day of January, 2011, upon:

E. Craig Smay
174 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
John A. Snow
VANCOTT BAGLEY CORNWALL & MCARTHY
36 South State, 19th Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Anthony C. Kaye
Steve D. Burt
BALLARD SPAHR LLP
One Utah Center, Suite 800
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2221
Peter J. Salmon
PITE DUNCAN, LLP
4375 Jutland Drive, Ste. 200
P.O. Box 17935
San Diego, CA 92177-0935
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Anthony C. Kaye (#8611)
Steven D.Burt (#11522)
BALLARD SPAHR LLP

One Utah Center, Suite 800
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2221
Telephone: (801)531-3000
Facsimile: (801)531-3001
Attorneys for Defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
STEPHAND2 REYNOLDS,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER OF DISMISSAL

CTTD3ANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK,
dba CITICORP; JAMES H. WOODALL;
US BANK NA, dba US BANCORP;
CORLENE KEMKER TRUST; ETTTLE
INSURANCE AGENCY; and JOHN DOES
OF UNKNOWN NUMBER,

Case No,: 090919624
Honorable Tyrone E. Medley

Defendants.

The matter came before the Court on the motion to dismiss (the "Motion")filedby
Defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank ("Citibank FSB"). The Court heard oral argument on
the Motion on December 13,2010. After reviewing the briefing presented by the parties, and
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hearing the oral argument of counsel, the Court finds that Plaintiff failed to effect service of
process on Citibank FSB within 120 days of the filing of the Complaint.
ACCORDINGLY, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT, pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P.
4(b)(i), Plaintiffs claims against Citibank FSB are dismissed without prejudice.
DATED this

day of

201 .

Honorable Tyrone E. Medley

District Court Judge
Approved as to Form and Content:

C/
E. Craig Smay

•"L
±v^

\
.
Attorney for Plaintiffs Stephanie Reynolds )
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NOTICE TO ATTORNEYS OF RECORD
E. Craig Smay
174 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

71ea.se take notice that the undersigned, attorneys for Citibank Federal Savings Bank, will
..

iu

nun,ihlf lyruneh Medley for signature upon the

expiration of five if) da\s from .he &iW »> •'•<- notice, unless written objection is filed prior to
-. ; u

...

ule.s ol C

IVIII

hoeedurc.

DATED this 21 st day of December 2010.
/

Anthony C. Kaye, Esq.
Steven D. Elurt, Esq.
BALLARD SPAHR LLP

Attorneys for Defendant Citibank Federal
Savings Bank
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct of copy of the foregoing proposed ORDER ON
MOTION TO DISMISS was served to the following this 21st day of December 2010, in the
manner set forth below:
[ ] Hand Delivery
[X] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[X] Electronic Mail
[ ] Federal Express
[ ] Certified Mail, Receipt No.

, return receipt requested

E. Craig Smay
174 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
ecslawyerII(5),aol.com
cari(5),smaylaw.com
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify'" that a true and correct of copy of the foregoing ORDER OF
DISMISSAI • 'was served to the lollowing iL^

_ day of"

_ _ _ _ , 201 .,, in the

manner set forth below:
[ ] I land Delivery
[X] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ J Federal Express
[ J ("ertified Mail, Receipt No, _ _ _ , return receipt requested
E. Craig Smay
174 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Peter J. Salmon

John A. Snow
Seth M. Molt
VAN COTT BAGLEY CORNWALL

36 S. State Street, Suite 1900
Salt Lake City, UT 84111- 4/b

PITE DUNCAN, LLP

4375 Jutland Drive, Suit* j 200
P.O. Box 17935
San Diego, CA 92177-0935
jefiery S. W illiams
NELSON CHRISTENSEN HELSTEN
HOLLINGWORTH & WILLIAMS

Anthony C. Kaye
Steven D. Burt
BALLARD SPA.HR LLP

One Utah Center, Suite 800
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2221 '

68 S. Main Street, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
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E. Craig Smay #2985
174 E. South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone Number (801) 539Fax Number (801) 539-8544

b-t.

DEPUTY CURK

Attorneyfor Plaintiff
rN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT,
SALT LAKE COUNTY ^ATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE DEPARTME?

STEPHANIE REYNOLDS
Plaintiff,

AMENDED COMPLAINT
(Jury Trial Demanded)

vs.

JAMES H. WOODALL, CITIBANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, CORLENE Kl*'
KER TRUST, MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., US
BANK NA, ETITLE INSURANCE AGENCV,
AND JOHN DOES OF UNKNOWN NUMBER,

rjyfi N ( , ou()4 [9624

Judge: Medley

Deiendiiub-

Plaintiff complains of defendants, and for cause of action alleges a;. Ml*

PARTIES, JURISDICTION?

> > i:

i I i.iiiiuff N; ,i I'luzeu oi Ulah, whose address is 10291 South 1300 East #101 Sandy, Utah
84094.

I

2. Defendant second position Beneficiary, Citibank Federal Savings Bank, is a corporation of
the State of North Carolina doing business "i I IF Suiii; ol > mm
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3. Defendant second position successor Trustee, James H. Woodall, is an attorney licensed in
the State of Utah.
4. Defendant Corleen Kemker is a resident of the State of Utah, whose address is 1170 Bullion
Street, Murray, Utah 84123.
5. Defendant first position original Beneficiary, Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc. is a Delaware corporation, whose address is P.O. Box 2026, Flint, Michigan. 48501-2026.
6. Defendant first position successor Beneficiary, US Bank NA, is a corporation of the State of
Minnesota, doing business in the State of Utah.
7. Defendant first position successor Trustee, eTitle Insurance Agency, is a title company licensed in the State of Utah.
8. The unnamed defendants are persons who may have or assert an interest, in the subject property as investors in the obligations purportedly secured thereby. •
9. The court has jurisdiction of this action pursuant to §78B-6-401 et seq. (declaratory judgment) and §78B-6-1301 et seq. (quiet tide), Utah Code Ann. 1953.
10. The situs of the property the subject of this action is Salt Lake County, Utah. Venue is
proper in Salt Lake County.

BACKGROUND FACTS
11. Plaintiff is the owner of the property located at 10449 Hyacinth Circle, Sandy, Utah 84094
in Salt Lake County (hereinafter "the subject property"), under a deed thereto made and recorded
on October 28, 2004, Entry # 921278, Book 9054, Page 3294 in Salt Lake County, a copy of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."
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Ill 1l I'rn ii In April -I ?0i%, said property was subject to a first and second mortgage under trust
deeds thereto made and recorded respectively on October 28. 2004 and found at Entry # 9210279,
Book 90 vl, rage Jiio JIUI IHJIUV tf ^HOUNI, IHNH, ,)()S4,

-IV

WIA in iilic Salt Like 'ouniy h!r

corder's Office..
13, On or about April 4,2006, Plaintiff refinanced her second mortgage by executing a Promissoi ) I Jote (hnemattri "Hit1 .second position Nnlc"! in favor nil iHiiKlfiiif sr.i owl position 1 fendn Citibank Federal Savings Bank. On information and belief thi- ong na; of said second position Note
was then retained by defendant Citibank i-cu^u. :>u» nigs iiai.K"
*

".• i' "

i

^ ie :vereu liie Trust Deed (hereinafter "the

second position Trust Deed"), a copy OJ whu • •< attached hereto as Exhibit "B", con\ eying the subject property in trust for the purposes rc-ux

UK

- ..; .

• *

fendant Trustee James H. Woodall (hoicmaiiui Woodall") i^moiis to be the successor :i* ^„^rest
Said second position Trusi Deed was recorded on April 19. °^06 and found at F-M' #

thereof
969,^

. --

l\Page .

Ill,*'ini! I jket oLinis ken

'*e

. j . Said second position Trust Deed names as. Beneficiary of said Trust Deed defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank

.

••;

' "•, 2007, Plaintiff increased her credit limit on her second mortga £? with
defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank: by executing a Note and Modification Agreement •• *: avor
of Cl"',ll

;

"' N;ml I \lolc" mid I \ Indication Agreement was lecoulcd m < iclohcr 12, 201) \ •••

Entr> * 10248288, Book 9525, Page 4978-4982 in the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office.
1#7

r

>r ->r about Februa* - -. 2008, Detention; vaUUa, >

Subordinate

•

,. •

-

,^ral Savings Bank completed a
ich said defendant's security inter-

est in the aforementioned subject Property became subject to and of lower priority 'than the lien ereDigitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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ated by the forthcoming refinanced first mortgage by Bank of Utah. A copy of the Subordination
Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "C."
18. On or about February 27, 2008, Plaintiff refinanced her first mortgage by executing a
Promissory Note (hereinafter "the first position Note") in favor of Bank of Utah. Defendant US
Bank NA purports to be the successor in interest of Bank of Utah in the first position Note. On information and belief the original of said first position Note was then retained by Bank of Utah.
19. On or about February 27,2008, Plaintiff made and delivered the Trust Deed (hereinafter
"the first position Trust Deed"), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "D," conveying the
subject property in trust for the purposes recited therein to Lender Bank of Utah as Trustee. Defendant successor Trustee eTitle Insurance Agency (hereinafter "eTitf e") purports to be the successor in
interest thereof. Said first position Trust Deed was recorded on March 5,2008, and found at Entry #
10365848, Book 9578, Page 8391-8404 in the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office.
20. Said first position Trust Deed names as beneficiary of said Trust Deed defendant Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (hereinafter "MERS") acting solely as nominee for Lender and
Lender's successors and assigns, and the successors and assigns of MERS.
21. As a result of said transactions the subject property was subject, as of February 28,2008, to
a first position Note in favor of Bank of Utah, secured by a first Trust Deed in which the Trustee is
Bank of Utah, and a second position Note in favor of Citibank Federal Savings Bank, subordinate to
such first position Note, and secured by a second Trust Deed in which the trustee is First American
Title Company.
22.

A Servicer was designated for each respective loan ("Servicers") to act as the

representative/agent for the holders of the respective Notes and the corresponding Trust Deeds. US
Bank Home Mortgage was designated as the Servicer for the first position loan and Citibank was
Digitized
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Hunter Lawloan.
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designated as the Servicer
forbythe
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, national electronic

registry :iiat * racks the transk* ^1 (svnership interests ah: -e u ng • Lints in mortgage loans.
Through the vh.k' >;. stem, MERS becomes Lfic mortgagee ul

IIUXOHJ

I'M participating members

through assignment of the members interests to MERS. MERS is listed as the grantee in the official
records -Maim im^.i ii ,-un4 - recorders office- The lenders leVdn the promissory notes as well as the
servicing ngnts

i

/ • s.

24. The first position Trust Deed recites that 'the beneficiary of this security' instrument is
MERS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) and the successors and
assigns o-l MVRl J audi
Borrower understands and agrees 'that MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by
Borrower in this Security Instrument, but, if necessary to comply with law or custom, MERS
(as nominee for I eiidcr ai

..**'• ;

*s "^ -^ht to exercise any or

all of'these interests, including, but m t limited t< , iht mht fo toreclose and sell the property;
and to take any action, required of Lender including, but not limited to, i eleasing and cane el
i

*

••-uinent.

.? ^ I ;pon information and belief, both first position. Lender Bank: of Utah, and defendant second
position

.-XUVJC;

citibank I'cdciaJ Savings Hank tlicreiiiafin "Lcndm"!.independently pooled the

first position. Note and the second position. Note (hereinafter "Notes") with other such, instruments,
and then sold the pooled insliunn ills as smjnlies to unknown iiiiivc.tuts
26. Upon information and belief, both Lenders have been reimbursed all sums advanced by
each of them, in connection with, said Notes.
1]

'

i."

IMpnii infiiinifilniii mil Iriid bollli I nulcir . fnrirtuni \vw hunted to obtaining the Notes, in

exchange for a fee, as a preliminary step to "securitization" of the obligations as described herein.
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28. Upon information and belief, the obligations on the Notes were pooled and sold by Bank of
Utah and/or defendant US Bank NA, and defendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank and/or a person
or persons unknown as securities to numerous investors unknown.
29. Upon information and belief, such investors and/or the person or persons who sold such
securities have obtained insurance against default on the underlying obligations in the form of
"credit default swaps" or other similar instruments.
30. Notwithstanding the transfer of the obligations under said Notes as herein described, no
transferee thereof has recorded a copy of any security agreement providing any security interest in
either the first position Trust Deed or second position Trust Deed (hereinafter "Trust Deeds") or any
appropriate affidavits, pursuant to Section §70A-9a-607(2), Utah Code Ann. 1953, in order to perfect
any right of enforcement under §70A-9a-607(l), Utah Code Ann. 1953.
31. As a result of the transfer of the Notes as part of these securities transactions, and of the
lack of such recordings, both Bank of Utah and/or defendant US Bank NA and defendant Citibank
Federal Savings Bank are not the present holders of the Notes or the obligees thereon, and plaintiff,
and, upon information and belief, defendants, do not know who is or are the present holders of the
Notes, or the obligees thereon.
32. The second position Trust Deed has not been assigned or transferred of record, in whole or
in part.
33. Plaintiff, having a right under the Notes and federal law to do so, repeatedly demanded of
Servicers, who purport to have a relationship in the nature of agency with persons to whom the Notes
and/or Trust Deeds may be assigned, and/or persons in fiduciary relationships to such assignees, all
information and records showing transfer of such Notes to any person or persons, for the purposes,
among others, of determining the proper person(s) to receive payments under the Notes, or to negotiDigitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

ait payment m rnnslaU'iiu'iil ul ilic obligations 01 In obtain acknowledgment of proper application
of payments. No information was provided.

••

hu carter, on or about. April Hi, Jill I11 ijcliinjaiil \\ HKIJIII, pmpoilmg to ,u I .1 I nMhv tnr
the subordinated second position Trust Deed Beneficiary, defendant Citibank Fedeni Savings Bank:,
recorded on the public record, but failed to serve upon plaintiff the Notice oi i K i.ili pursuant f o
UtaJi l o d e i, i ' I ,!.li i ujpy nl which is illm lioJ lie

•

\

i T '

Said Nuiiim ul I in I

states that a Trustee was not named in the pertinent; Deed of Trust, In feet, said Deed of Trust names
Hrsl American I ilk t'oinpaJOi a1. Ini'ilir
:

15. Defendant Citibank Federu; s n l r ^ s Bank and defend an* Woodall failed t~ record and

serve upon plaintiff a Substituti :: n

-

t

.

^ -

Utah Code § 574-22(3)(a).
^6, On or about June 30,,, 2009, defendant eTitle served upon plain;;,; UK . * .

^

i.,

aik: • ! action to Sell for thefii st position Note I i n istDeed .attac hed hereto as Exhibit "F."
3 7 Defendant MERS and defendant eTitle failed to record and serve upon plaintiff a Substitution of I rastee naming e'iitle as successor Truslc i'» Haul «^ I li'ih ilim (he first position 'I nisi I kvil .mi
.the time of filing said Notice of Default pursuant 10 i'tah <7oce ^ >~ I 22(3)(a).
K I )n or about ^u^U'.l III • • 111 • J ,i Nodi i

inn i

u mil su.niid posilimi I nisi Penl

was posted on the door of the subject property by defendant Woodall stating his intention to sell the
SH-

*

•):

r

^u cum. A

)py of said Notice is attached hereto as Ex-

hibit ' i." This was the first communication plaintiff received from,,, defendant Woodall.
On or aDout Septembu !(> /OO", It'leodant Wooda!1 puip irtmu lu jtl ,,

,

niKlet " i Jt

fendant Citibank Federal Savings Bank on their previously subordinated <-< m.d nosinori Jit i, lore
closed and, sold the subject property at auction to defendant O-rleut. K.ujh^
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. i.ii - n e ^ ^ a n e

"Kemker"). Defendant Woodall was not then a qualified successor trustee under the second Trust
Deed.
40. On or about September 18, 2009 a Substitution of Trustee was recorded for the first position Trust Deed by Kara Knable, "Assistant Vice President" for US Bank NA, Beneficiary, naming
eTitle Insurance Agency as Successor Trustee. A copy of said Substitution of Trustee is attached
hereto as Exhibit "H." At such time MERS remained the Beneficiary, nominated in said Trust Deed,
and hadn't assigned beneficial interest to defendant US Bank NA.
41. The first position Trust Deed was not assigned or transferred of record until after the described attempted foreclosure of the second position Trust Deed.
42. On or about September 18, 2009, a Notice to Quit - Five Day Notice to Vacate was posted
on the door of the subject property by Defendant Kemker.
43. On or about September 24, 2009, a Trustee's Deed for the second position Trust Deed was
recorded at Entry # 10803743 Book 9765 Page 4347-4349 in the Salt Lake County Recorders Office
by defendant Woodall to Corlene Kemker Trust as Grantee. A copy of said Trustee's Deed is attached
hereto as Exhibit "1."
44. On or about September 24, 2009, defendant Kemker posted a Ninety (90) Day Notice to
Vacate on the door of the subject property.
45. On or about October 2, 2009, a Notice of Trustee's Sale, on behalf of defendant US Bank
NA as Beneficiary, was posted on the door of the subject property stating a sale date of November 2,
2009. A copy of said Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit "J." As of October 2,2009, MERS was the
Beneficiary of said Trust Deed.
46. On or about October 30,2009, an Assignment of Trust Deed, a copy of which is attached
hereto as Exhibit "K," was recorded for the first position Trust Deed by Kara Knable, in this instance
as "Certifying Officer" for MERS, as Beneficiary, purporting to assign beneficial interest to defendant US Bank NA.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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-

\" " : r *'•. ","MU *

tionTrustDeed o\ uCA,;daiu .
:,

M

.

; ..-..K .

J.^I*

^Kuitutsan <>f i »*• -dci A,IS recorded for the ;,eci>n/jcV,;

•;:

..L..

*• r \.

{

A

>

,., ; i: ibstitution of Trustee is attached hereto as Exhibit "L,"

•.

->

x

*..*•• i - about October 50, 2009, Occupant of the subject property, Cheryl Chandler, was
, u j Detainer w ith a 3 Day Summons by defendant Kemker. A

copy of said complaint is attached hereto as Exhibit "M."
^

A

eviction action
^

;

u

liie

. M\ i» wihch'S attached Hereto as bxhibn
, a^u: ^ovember*

aforementioned

* "'

i-

•
•

•. v

barr^onthe

unlawful detainer action which was originally scheduled for November 18, 2009,

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-ESTOPPEL/DM i • \ K \ I \>ifl II" IM • MI« N T
S\ PLaitiM incoiporatcs linein by i'dVimiT paragraphs 1-50hereinabove. " '
52. The Servicers of the respective Notes both purport in the respective Trust Deeds to have a
relationship in the nature of agency with persons in whom nut Ni m/s iinni i n liusl I

VLMS HI

\\ tr

MS-

signed, aiid/i H persons infiduciaryrelationships to such assignees.
53. By permitting the respective Servicers to so represent their respective capacities, both dev ..5

r

s

. -^

•

v

'• :^ar.i- \

v

^ ' 'if,tcnr:rkt sectM- ' 'xwtio'* Benefi-

ciary Citibank Federal Savings Bank, (heremane: dciencfcii/. l i c c : ^ . ^ .:

-..'

/MJ-

. s-

signees have conferred upon each respect i\; >ervicer the right and obligation to J;s. luse and assert
the interests

- : :•». - . i.->. *-*o

\

54. The refusal, of the Servicers, upon demand, to disclose such interests is binding upon their
respective assignees,
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55. The result of such behavior by Servicers, and such assignees is to subject plaintiff and any
successors in title, to risks, abuses, and prejudice, and to render impossible proper discharge of the
obligations on the Notes.
56. As a result of such behavior, defendant Beneficiaries, and such assignees, including those
served by publication herein, are estopped to assert any present default on the Notes, or power of sale
under the Trust Deeds.
57. An actual controversy exists between plaintiff and defendants regarding the amenability of
the subject property to sale by defendants, which may be resolved by the Court pursuant to §78B-6401, et seq., Utah Code Ann. 1953 (Supp. 2008).
58. The Court should appropriately advance this matter on the calendar as provided by Rule 57,
U.R.C.R, and promptly enter its Order declaring that defendants, including unnamed defendants who
have asserted no assignment of the Trust Deeds, lack any interest under the Trust Deeds which may
be enforced by lien upon or sale of the subject property.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
59. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 through 58 hereinabove.
60. As a result of such transfers of the Notes as securities, the Servicers, defendant Beneficiaries, and defendant Trustees Woodall and eTitle (hereinafter "defendant Trustees"):
a. did not know whether a default had occurred, or had been declared by the actual
holder(s) of the obligations under the Notes;
b. lacked authority to declare a default or otherwise pursue collection of the obligation on
the respective Notes;
c. lacked authority to sell the subject property or to distribute any proceeds thereof;
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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d, were m»» nil iflcd to any of such proceeds on their own account;
e, could not give trustee's deeds which were free and clear of the obligations of the
Notes;
f, could not give an enforceable release of the Trust Deeds.
Plaintiff, at any time relevant hereto, by diligent search or otherwise, could not have dis""iiiil flic ansif-lincr of Sipiv'ii'pr", (nil, i iiiisequenily, the named defendants, the identities
of any actual holders of the Notes or obligees thereunder, or a n interest of any sue!: l
62. In the event that any investor in the obligations u! - . . v*u

i •

^^x

terest in the Notes, did not obtain assignment of the Trust Deeds, 'the obligations of 'the Notes have, to
that extent, become unsecured, and the Notes and Trust Deed
63.SaidNoticei ;: .'*-.

-la v not be foreclosed.

. • >M'

64. The sale of the sunier* property t>

.
u i ruster Wc »odaJi. and anv trustee's deed given

:hi** \ifter, was without author iv, and void. Any sale b\ delciuiaii ..u.si^ . >'»\u *•

:*, ^..,...^ un-

•;' •

authorized.

65. An actual controversy exists between plaintiff and. defendants regarding the amenability of
the subject property to sale b> defendant, \\ Im'li nuj lie RMIIYCII \\\ tin i i MIIi puriy"! in ' M
' -< iL>401 .-iah Code Ann. 1953.

•

•• . • .

66. The Court, should appropriately advance this matter on the calendar as pr
I: f ^nr.

r

^ .; * . , ;• • 7,

\ i.hnff unnamed defendants who

are not assignees of the Trust Deeds, lack any interest under the Trust Deeds which may be enforced
by lien upon or sale of the subject property
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: QUDET TITLE
67. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1-66 hereinabove.
68. The transfer of the Notes as part of securities, subjects plaintiff to potential multiple and
unpredictable recoveries or attempts to recover, against the subject property.
69. The failure of defendants Beneficiaries and defendant Trustees to retain any interest in the
obligations under the Notes voided any title or power they might have under the Trust Deeds, and
rendered the Trust Deeds unenforceable by them.
70. The inability of plaintiff to safely discharge any lien of the Trust Deeds against the subject
property in favor of assignees of interests in the Notes and Trust Deeds, and the threat of multiple
recoveries or attempts to recover against the subject property constitute a cloud on plaintiff's title
which can only be removed by requiring all such assignees to appear and assert their interests and the
extent to which any obligation owing to them has not been discharged by payment, including collections on insurance against default, or, failing such assertion of claims, entry of a decree of quiet title
freeing the subject property from the lien of such obligations.
71. The Court, pursuant to §78B-6-1301 et seq., Utah Code Ann (1953) (Supp. 2008), should
enter its Order herein forthwith quieting title to the subject property in Plaintiff and against defendants, including all those served by publication, freeing title to the subject property of the lien of the
Trust Deeds and leaving any obligations under the Notes unsecured by any interest in the subject
property.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: REFUND, FEES AND COSTS
72. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1 through 71 hereinabove.
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1 \ riit" Tni^l I V-ods have been unenforceable by defendants Beneficiaries and defendant Trustees from, thefirsttransfer of the Notes as set out hereinabove,
1

I, Defendant Benefit lanes1 anil deteiulbni I'nisftT « pnMenses of authority to foreclose, or at-

tempt toforeclose,under the Trust Deeds were fraudulent.
" r Defendant Beneficiaries'and deieiivjoiki .iUJUw s .! ,:.: .
hold

i' ulillni lunitma tin utilisations oi the Notes would constitute a fraud upon tL

-UM,

subjecting defendants to sanctions and imposition of fee^ and i < ><$* «"nder 6'78-5-825 >"<" \ \ I" M i
76. The Court should . ; ^ \ ...
• Trustees joii

;.

-•• r.'^-i — v'vt.'ii-.-

a defendant

i overall v. 10 pav to plaintiff its fees and costs, together with a reasonable attor-

ney's fee, to be shown by aftidavil, and to reimburse to plaintiff unnecessary fees and charges under
the Notes and' I rust Deeds.
Wherefore, plaintiff prays 'that the court enter its Order herein:
declaring that Defendant Beneficiaries and defendant trustees hut .iii\ illicit"1 n. Ilv suhjetl piopertv which permillcci IIK-IVI In foreclose, or attempt to foreclose, the Trust Deeds and/or to
sell the subject property; and
2 Declaring that the sale oi Ihu '.iibim 1 ftmpcih, lv, 1 tcfriJNLinf 111 islres .mini .inv Irustee's
deeds resulting therefrom, were without authority, and void.
\, Declaring that the Trust Deeds are not alien against; „ >/.>*_! ; ;v ^
iiiiiiiediale rtiJedSc 1

• '

• • . .:

iH~tir« uiic Lo the oJbjeet proper\ ii plaintiff

against defendants and all claiming by, through, or under them, including unnamed defendants served
by publication;
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4. Refunding to plaintiff from Defendant Beneficiaries and defendant Trustees, jointly and sev!

'' erally, alJ fees and charges paid under the Trust Deeds, and awarding plaintiif its cost of the action,
including a reasonable attorney's fee; and
5. For such other and further relief as the court deems just in the premises.
RESPECTFULLY submitted on December 4th, 2009.

E Craig sinayMttorneyfor Plata tiff
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Warranty Deed
PINNACLE TITLE
9210278
10/28./2004W:i7PH^iO-ori
Book - 9054 P3 - 3294
GARY u . O T T
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC,

BY: SBH, DEPUTY - W 1 p.

Gayle W.Threet ,Granior(s)
hereby CONVEYS AND WARRANTS TO
Stephanie Reynold*

h SINGLE WOMAN

p

,Grantee(s)

for the sum of ($10.00) Ten Dollars and other good and valuable considerations the following described tract of land in Salt Lake
County, State of Utah, to-wit:
LOT 26, WHITE CITY #32, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN
THE OFFICE OF THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER.

Parcel No.: 28-17-276-010 /
Witness the hand of said Grantors), this 25 day of October, 20 04 .

Gayle W.Thxg)

STATE OF UTAH
County of Salt Lake

)
:ss
)

On the 25 day of October, 2004, personally appeared before me Gayle W. Threett the signers) of the foregoing
instrument, who being by me duly sworn, did say and duly acknowledge to rne that she executed the same.
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9698034

9693034
OV19/20O6 09:24 AN : £ 2 6 - O n
Book - 9282 P3 - 3031-3039
GARY U - O T T
[fCOffiffi, SftLT LAKE COUNTY, UTfiH
US REOORDIhES INC
BW 3 K DEPUTY - MA 9 P.

Recording Requested by & 7r&
6U
When Recorded Return To;
*ty/6
US Recordings, Inc.
2925 Country Drive Ste 201
SL Paul, MN 55117
THIS INSTRUMENT WAS PREPARED BY:
SHWETA VAH?
ACCOUNT NO.: 106*030908770000

HOME EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT DEED OF TRUST
In this Deed ofTrast, "You", Tour11 and "Yours" means STEPHANIE REYNOLDS. A SINGLE
WOMAN (Tnistor"). "Wc," nVs* and "Our" means CITIBANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, which has a
home office of 11800 Spectrum Center Drive, Reston, VTA 22090 (beneficiary). The Trustee11 means First
American Tide Company or any successor appointed pursuant to paragraph 28 of this Deed of Trust. The
"Borrower" means the individuaJ(s) who has(vc) signed the Home Equity Line of Credit Agreement and Disclosure
(the "Agreement") of even date herewith and in connection with this Deed ofTrust
The "Property" means the real estate, including the leasehold (if any), located at 10449 HYACINTH CL
SANDY. UT 84094. SALT LAKE County. State of Utah.
JSEE ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION)
THIS DEED OF TRUST between You and Us b made as of the date next to Your first signature below and
has a final maturity date 30 years end 2 months from such date.
The Agreement provides that the credit secured by the Property is an openrend revolving line of credit at a
variable mte of interest The maximum amount of all loan advances made to the Borrower under the Agreement and
which may be secured by (his Deed of Trust may not exceed fflJOOJO (Ac "Credit Limit"). At any particular
time, the outstanding obligation of Borrower to Us under the Agreement may be any sum equal to or less than the
Credit Limit phis interest and other charges owing under the Agreement and amounts owing under this Deed of
Trust. Obligations under the Agreement, Deed ofTrust and anyridersthereto shall not be released even if all
indebtedness under the Agreement is paid, unless and until We cause a reconveyance of the property to be executed
to Trustor and such release is properly recorded.
TO SECURE to Us: (a) the payment and performance of all indebtedness and obligations of the Borrower
under die Agreement or any modification or replacement of the Agreement; (b) the payment of all other sums
advanced in accordance herewith to protect the security of this Deed ofTrust, with finance charges thereon at the
variable rate described in the Agreement; and (c) the payment of any future advances made by Us to Borrower
(pursuant to Paragraph 16 of this Deed of Trust (herein "Future Loan Advances")) and, in consideration of the
indebtedness herein recited* You hereby irrevocably grant and convey to die Trustee, in trust for our benefit, with
power of sale, the Property;
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the Property, and ail casements,
rights, appurtenances, rents (subject however to therightsand authorities given herein to You to collect and apply
such rents),royalties,mineral, oil and gasrightsand profits, water,, waterrightsand water stock, and all fixtures now
or hereafter attached to the Property (which, if this Deed ofTrust is on a unit in a condominium project or planned
unit development, shall include the common elements in such project or deveJopment associated with such unit), all
of which, including replacements ami additions thereto, shall be deemed to be and remain a part of the Property.

CFX-frSl-TtB-Ur
REYNOLDS

I of S

Revised I1/17/2005
ACAPSi 106030908770000
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cfffbank"

p e e | | oi! niS^ continued

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, YOU HAVE EXECUTED THIS DEED OF TRUST, AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS STATED ON PAGES 3 THROUGH S FOLLOWING,
IF rRUSTORIS A NINDI I JIM I A I

Trostor: STEPHANIE REYNOLDS
y
| J Married
0

Unmarried

Trustor
I | Married

( ] IJimarried

Trustor
I f Married

f | Unmarried

Trustor.
I J Married

| | 1 Jninarried

I Marrird

Unmarried

( || .Married

i

STATEOFUTAH.
County nf S O L V-f ^

N,

I llliiiimiiiri'i'rill

)S&
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 04/04/2006 by STEPHANIE REYNOLDS.
Notary Public in and for the State of Utahresidingaf S C L lA(My commission expires):

| _ 9 _ ^ - £ . La><^

K

vL

f3r

JKJUE DAVIS
laMfRBKEHBIIKiE DRIVE
SALTUKEOW

UT M1<7

^ ^
^
Ifr m u s T 0 R J S A ^
not personally but solely as trustee as aforesaid

By-

rule

CF3E-H.SI-7W-UT
REYNOLDS

1

nfB

Revised 11/17/2005
ACARS: IOM30MS77000O
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citibank*

Deed of Trust, continued

You covenant thai You are lawfully seized of the estate hereby conveyed and have therightto mortgage, grant, and
convey the Properly, and that the Property is unencumbered, except for the encumbrances of record and any first
deed of trust Yon covenant that You warrant and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims
and demands, except those disclosed in writing to Us as of the date of this Deed of Trust.
You and We covenant and agree as follows:
1. Payment of indebtedness. Borrower shall promptly pay when due the indebtedness secured by this Deed of
Trust including, without limitation, that evidenced by die Agreement
2. Application of Payments. Unless applicable law provides otherwise, all payments received by Us under die
Agreement will be applied to the principal balance and any finance charges, late charges, collection costs, and other
charges owing with respect to the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust in such order as We may choose from
time to time,
3. Charges: Liens. Except as expressly provided in this Paragraph 3, You shall pay z\\ taxes, assessments and
other charges,finesand impositions attributable to the Property which may attain a priority over this Deed ofTrust,
and leasehold payments or ground rents, if any, by Your making payments, when due, directly lo the payee thereof.
In the event You make payments directly to the payee thereof, upon Our request You shall promptly furnish to Us
receipts evidencing such payment.
You shall make payments, when due, on any indebtedness secured by a Deed ofTrust or other Hen that is
prior inrightof time to this Deed of Trust (a "Prior Deed of Trust"). You shall promptly discharge the lien of any
Prior Deed of Trust not disclosed to Us in writing at the time of application for die Agreement, provided, however,
that You shall not be required to discharge any such lien so long as You shall (a) in good faith contest such lien by,
or defend enforcement of such lien in, legal proceedings which operate to prevent die enforcement of the lien or
forfeiture of the Property or any part thereof, or (b) securefromdie holder of such prior lien an agreement in form
and substance satisfactory to Us subordinating such lien to this Deed ofTrust Yon shall not enter into any
agreement with the holder of a Prior Deed ofTrust whereby such Prior Deed of Trust, or the indebtedness secured
thereby is modified, amended, extended or renewed, without Our prior written consent. You shall neither request
nor altow any future advances to be secured by a Prior Deed of Trust without Our prior written consent.
4

- Hazard Insurance. Yon shall keep the improvements now existing or hereafter erected on the Property insured
against loss by Are, hazards included within the term "extended coverage" and such other hazards as We may
require (including flood insurance coverage; if required by Us) and in such amounts and for such poriods as We may
require. Unless Werequireen writing otherwise, the policy shall provide insurance on a replacement cost basis in an
amount not less than that necessary to comply with any coinsurance percentage stipulated in the hazard insurance
policy, AH insurance policies and renewals thereofshall be informand substance and with carriers acceptable to Us
and shall include a standard mortgagee clause hi favor of and in form and substance satisfactory to Us, in the event
of loss, You shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Us, We may make proof of loss if not made
promptly by You.
If the Property is abandoned by You, or if You fail to respond to Us within thirty (30) daysfromthe date
the notice is mailed by Us to You that the insurance carrier offers to settle a claim for insurance benefits, We are
authorized to collect and apply the insurance proceeds at Our option cither to restoration or repair of the Property, or
to sums secured by this Deed ofTrust.
If the Property is acquired by Us under Paragraph 14 of this Deed of Trust, all of Yourright,title and
interest in and to any insurance policies, and fn and to the proceeds thereof resultingfromdamage to the Property
prior to the sale or acquisition, shall pass to Us to the extent of the sums secured by this Deed ofTrust immediately
prior to such sale or acquisition.

CFX-K-SI-703-UT
REYNOLDS

JofS

Revised 11/17/2005
ACAPS: 106030901770000
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citibank*

Deed of Trust, continued

The provisions of this Paragraph 4 shall be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 5 if this Deed of Trust
covers a unit in a condominium project or planned unit development.
5. Preservation and Maintenance of Property: Cowrfftt^inimn^ anfl Planned Unit Developments. If this Deed
of Trust is on a unit in a condominium or a planned unit development (herein "Condominium Project"), then: (a)
You shall perform all of Your obligations under the declaration or covenants creating or governing the
Condominium Project, the by-laws and regulations of the Condominium Project, and all constituent documents
(herein "Project Documents*), including the payment when due of asiesisments imposed by the homeowners
association or other governing body of the Condominium Project (herein "Owner's Association"); (b) You shall be
deemed to have satisfied the insurance requirements under Paragraph 4 of this Deed of Trust If the Owners
Association maintains in full force and effect a "master" or "blanket" policy on the Condominium Project which
provides insurance coverage against fire, hazards included within the term "extended coverage" and such other
hazards (including flood insurance) as We may require, and in such amounts and for such periods as Wc may
require naming Us as additional loss payee; (c) the provisions of any Project Documents regarding the application of
any insurance proceeds from 'master* or "blanket" policies covering the Condominium Project shall supersede the
provisions of Paragraph 4 of tins Deed of Trust to the extent necessary to avoid conflict between the provisions
thereof and hereof, (d) You hereby assign to Us therightto receive distributions on account of the Property under
"master" or "blanket" policies covering the Condominium Project to the isxtent not applied to the restoration or
repair of the Property, with any such distributions in excess of the amount necessary to satisfy in full the obligations
secured by this Deed of Trust being paid lo You; (e) You shall give U* prompt written notice of any lapse in any
insurance coverage under a "master" or "blanket*' policy on the Condominium Project; and ( 0 You shall not, without
Our prior written consent, consent to either (i) the abandonment or termination of the Condominium Project (except
for the abandonment or termination provided by law in the case of substantial destruction by fire or other casualty or
in Ihe case of a raking or condemnation or eminent domain), (ii) any material amendment to die Project Documents
(including any change in the percentage interests of the unit owners in the Condominium Project), or (iii) the
effectuation of any decision by the Owners Association to terminate professional management and assume selfmanagement of the Condominium Project, [fthe Property has rental units. You shall maintain insurance against rent
loss in addition to the other hazards for which insurance is required herein.
6. Protection of Oar Secnritr. If You fail to perform Your obligations under this Deed of Trust, or if any action or
proceedings adversely affects Our interest in the Property, Wc may, at Our option, take any action reasonably
necessary (including, without limitation, paying expenses and attorneys* fees and to have entry upon the Property to
make repairs) to perform Your obligations or to protect Our interests. Any amounts disbursed by Us pursuant to this
Paragraph 6, with interest thereon at the variable rate described in the Agineemeni, shall become indebtedness
secured by this Deed of Trust (except as expressly provided herein). Nothing contained in this Paragraph 6 shall
require Us to incur any expense or take any action hereunder.
7. lasoection. We or Our agents may enter and inspect the Property, after giving You reasonable prior notice.
8. Condemnation, The proceeds of an}' award or claim for damages, direct or consequential, in connection with
any condemnation or other taking of die Property, or part thereof, or for conveyance in lieu of condemnation, are
hereby assigned and shall be paid to Us. Neither Borrower nor You will be relieved of any obligation to make
payments if We apply the award received to the outstanding balance owed.
IfYou abandon die Property, or if, after notice by Us to You that the condemnor offers to make an award or settle a •
claim for damages, You fail to respond to Us within thirty (30) days after the date such notice is mailed, We arc
authorized to collect and apply the proceeds in the same manner as provided in Paragraph 4 hereof.
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citibank

Peed of Trust, continued

9. Forbearance Net a Waiver. Any forbearance by Us in exercising anyrightor remedy hereunder, or otherwise
afforded by applicable law, shall not be a waiver of or preclude die exercise of any such right or remedy in the
future. Any waiver by Us must be in writing and signed by Us.
10. Successors and Assigns Beaad: Joiat and Several Liability: Captions. The covenants and agreements
herein contained shall bind, and therightshereunder shall inure to, Your and Our respective successors and assigns,
subject to die provisions of Paragraph 13 hereof. AH Your covenants and agreements shall be joint and several The
captions and headings of the paragraphs of this Deed ofTrust are for convenience only and are not to be used to
interpret or define the provisions hereof.
1
1 • Notices. Except for any notice required under applicable law to be given in another manner, (a) any notice to
You provided for in this Deed of Trust shall be given by personal delivery or by mailing such notice by first-class
postage paid, addressed to You at the address of the Properly shown at the beginning of this Deed of Trust or at such
other address as Yon may designate by notice to Us as provided herein, and (b) any notice to Us shall be given by
personal delivery or by mailing such notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, to Our address stated herein
or to such other address as We may designate by notice to You as provided herein.

12* Sevcnablfirv. If any term of this Deed of Trust isfoundto be unenforceable, all other provisions will remain in
foil force.
13. Due on Tranafer Provision • Transfer of the Property. If all or any part of the Property or any interest in it is
sold or transferred (or if a beneficial interest in You i& sold or transferred and You are not a natural person) without
Our prior written consent, We may, at Onr option, require immediate payment m foil of all sums secured by this
Deed ofTmst However, We shall not exercise this option if die exercise is prohibited by applicable law as of die
date of this Deed of Trust i f Wc exercise this option, We shall give You notice ofacceleration. The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 daysfromthe date the notice is delivered or mailed within which all sums
secured by this Deed ofTrust must be paid. If these sums are not paid prior to the expiration of this period, Wc may
invoke any remedies permitted by this Deed of Trust without further notice or demand on You.
14. Default If You breach any term in this Deed of Trust, or if Borrower faiis to perform any obligation under the
Agreement, We may, at Our option, declare all sums secured by this Deed of Trust to be immediately due and
payable without further demand and may invoke the power of sale under this Deed of Trust and any other remedies
permitted by law. The power of sale conferred by this Deed of Trust is not an exclusive remedy. We may cause this
Deed of Trust to beforeclosedas a mortgage. We may collect from You all reasonable costs incurred in enforcing
the terms of this Deed of Trust, including attorneys' foes and allocated costs of Our salaried employees.
15. Assignment off Rents* As additional security hereunder, You hereby assign to Us the rents of the Property;
provided, however, that You shall have, prior to acceleration under Paragraph 14 hereof or abandonment of the
Property, the right to collect and retain such rents as they become due and payable
16. Future Loan Advances. Upon request, We are obligated to make Future Loan Advances to Qomower up to die
amount of the Credit Limit in accordance with the Agreement unless there is a default or other event under the
Agreement that terminates or suspends Future Loan Advances.
17. Release, Upon payment of all sums secured by Ihia Deed of Trust and any applicable Early Closure Release
Fee or otherfoesdue Us and upon (a) expiration of the Agreement or (b) Your request, We shall release this Deed of
Trust and You shall pay all coats of recordation, if any.
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Deed of Trust, continued

IS. Appointment of Receiver; Lender in Possession. Upon acceleration under the Deed ofTrust or abandonment
of the Property, We shall be entitled to have a receiver appointed by a count to enter upon, take possession of, and
manage the Property* and collect the rents of the Property including those past due. All rents collected by the
receiver shall be applied first to payment of the costs of management of the Property and collection of rents,
including but not limited to, receiver's fees and premiums on die receivers bonds and reasonable attorneys* fees and
then to the sums secured by this Deed of Trust The receiver shall be liable to account only for those tents actually
received.
19. Statement of Obligation. We may collect a fee for furnishing a statement of obligation in an amount not to
exceed the maximum amount permitted under applicable law.
20. No Merger. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Deed of Trust with any other
interest or estate in the Property at any time held by orforOur benefit hi any capacity, without Our prior written
consent
21. Fixture Filing. This Deed of Trust constitutes a financing statement filed as a fixture filing in die Official
Records of the County Recorder of the county in which the Property is located with respect to any and all fixtures
included within the term -Property- as used in this Deed of Trust and with respect to any goods or other personal
property that may now or hereafter become such fixtures.
22. Third Party Waivers, in the event that any of You has not also sigrasd the Agreement as Borrower, each of
You: (a) agrees that Wc may, from time to time, without notice to, consort from or demand on You, and without
affecting or impairing in any way any of Our rights or Your obligations, (i) renew, extend, accelerate, compromise
or change die interest rate or other terms of the Agreement and any promissory note or agreement evidencing a
Future Loan Advance, and (ii) accept, waive and release other security (including guarantees) for the obligations
arising under the Agreement or any promissory note or agreement evidencing a Future Loan Advance, and (b)
waives (i) anyrightto require V& to proceed against any Borrower or any other person, proceed against or exhaust
any security for the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust or pursue any other remedy in Our power whatsoever,
(ii) any defense orrightagainst Us arising out of any disability or other defense or cessation of liability of any
Borrower for any reason other than fill? payment, (iii) any defense orrightagainst Us arising out of Our foreclosure
upon the Property, even though such foreclosure results in the loss of any right of subrogation, reimbursement or
otherrightYou have against any Borrower, (iv) all presentments, diligence, protests, demands and notice of protest,
dishonor, and nonperformance, (v) until payment in full of the indebtedness secured by this Deed of Trust, any right
of subrogation or the benefit of any security for such indebtedness, and (vi) the benefit of the statute of limitations
affecting the Property to the extent permitted by law. Any partial payment by Borrower or other circumstance that
operates to toll any statute of limitations as to such person shall operate to mil such statute as to You.
23. pmiceofLaw. The Deed of Trust will be governed by United States federal law and, to the extent the United
States federal law is inapplicable, then by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia; except that, with regard to the
perfection and enforcement of Citibank's security interest in the Property, the Deed of Trust will be governed by the
law of the state where the Property is located.
24. Your Conv. You shall be given one conformed copy of die Agreement and this Deed of Trust
25. Loan Charges Legislation Affecting Our Rights, If the Agreement ts subject to a law which sets maximum
loan charges, and that law is finally interpreted so that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected
in connection with the Agreement exceed die permitted limits, then (a) any such loan charge shall be reduced by die
amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit; and (b) any sitch loan charge already
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Deed of Trust, continued

collected from You or Borrower which exceeded permitted limits will be refiindcd to You or Borrower; We nay
choose to make this refund by reducing the principal owed under the Agreement or by making a direct payment to
You or Borrower. If a refund reduces principal, the reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any
prepayment charge due. if enactment or expiration of applicable laws has the effect of Hindering iny provision of
the Agreement or this Deed of Trust unenforceable according to its terms, We may at Our option, require immediate
payment in full of all sums secured by this Deed ofTrust and may invoke any remedies permitted by Paragraph 14.
26. Waiver of Homestead, You waive allrightof homestead exemption in the Property.
27. Trustee Exculpation. If this Deed of Trust is executed by a trust, You execute this Deed ofTrust as trustee as
aforesaid, in the exercise of the power and authority conferred upon and vested in it as such trustee, and it is
expressly understood and agreed by Us and by every person hereafter claiming anyrighthereunder that nothing
contained herein or in the Agreement shall be construed as creating any liability on You personally to pay amounts:
owing in connection with the Agreement or this Deed of Trust or any interest that may occur thereon, or to perform
any covenants either express or implied contained in this Deed of Trust, ail such liability, if any, being expressly
waived, and that any recovery on the Deed ofTrust or the Agreement shall be solely against and out of the Property
by enforcement of the provisions of mis Deed ofTrust and the Agreement* but this waiver shall in no way affect the
personal liability of any individual Borrower, co-maker or guarantor of this Agreement.
2ft. Substitute Trustee. We may, at Our option, from time to time, remove the Trustee and appoint a successor
Trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder. Without conveyance of the Property, the successor Trustee shall
succeed to all the title, power and duties conferred upon the Trustee herein and by applicable law.
29. Reconveyance, After compliance with all requirements of the Agreement and payment of all fees due to Us,
We shall request the Trustee to release and rcconvcy the Properly to You. Trustee shall reconvey the Property
without Warranty. You shall pay any fee legally charged by the Trustee for the issuance of reconveyance and all
costs of recordation.

30. One Trustor. Ifthere is only one person executing this Deed of Trust Yourepresentthat You arc [XJ single or
{J married. [Check one as applicable].
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Deed of Trust, continued
REQUEST FOR NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND FORECLOSURE
UNDER SUPERIOR DEED OF TRUST OR MORTGAGE

We and You request the holder of any encumbrance with a lien which has priority over this Deed of Trust give
notice to Us, at Our address set forth on page one of this Deed of Trust, of any default under the superior
encumbrance and of any sale or other foreclosure action with respect to tlic Property whose legal description is
annexed hereto.

REQUEST FOR RECONVEYANCE

TO TRUSTEE:

The undersigned is the bolder of the Agreement secured by this Deed of Trust The Agreement together with al!
other indebtedness and obligaiions secured by this Deed of Trust have been paid and performed in fuIL Trustee is
hereby directed to cancel the Agreement and this Deed of Trust, which an: delivered hereby, and to rceonvcy,
without warranty, all estate now held by Trustee to the persons legally entitled thereto.

Date-
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LEGAL ADDENDUM
LOT 2«, WHITE CITY #32, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN THE OFFICE O F
THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER.
TAX ID #: 29172760100000
BY FEE SIMPLE DEED FROM GAYLE W. THREET AS SET FORTH IN DEED BOOK WS4t PAGE 3294 AND
RECORDED ON 10/28/2004, SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDS,
THE SOURCE DEED AS STATED ABOVE IS THE LAST RECORD OF VESTING FILED FOR THIS PROPERTY.
THERE HAVE BEEN NO VESTING CHANGES SINCE THE DATE OF THE ABOVE REFERENCED SOURCE.
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Recorder, Salt Lake County, UT
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BY: eCASH, DEPUTY - EF 6 P.

RECORDING REQUESTED BY

AND WHEN RF.CORDED MAIL TO:

Citibank
!000 Technology Dr. MS 321
O'Fallon, MO 63368
CitiBank Accouni No

1080131068340000

^Space Above This Line for Recorder's Use Qn1>_
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Escrow No

Order No-
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SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT

NOTICE; THIS SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT RESULTS IN YOUR SECURITY INTEREST IN THE
PROPERTY BECOMING SUBJECT TO AND OF LOWER PRIORITY THAN THE LIEN OF
SOME OTHER OR LATER SECURITY INSTRUMENT.
THIS AGREEMENT, made this I » n
Stephanie Reynolds

2008

day of February

..by

and

owner(s) of the land hereinafter describe and hereinafter referred to as "Owner," and
Citibank, N.A.,
present owner and holder of the mortgage or deed of trust and related note First hereinafter described and hereinafter referred to as
"Creditor."
WITNESSETH
THAT WHEREAS. Owner has executed a mortgage or dctd of trust, dated on or about
.
to Creditor, covering:

2

hii 68

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A"
To secure a note In the sum of S 83.300,00
_i dated July
Creditor, which mortgage or deed of trust was recorded on October
Page 4978
anoVor as Instrument No. 10248288
County of referred to in Exhibit A attached hereto; and

12

2S
f 2007 . in fevor of
. 2007 , in Book 9525
in the Official Records of the Town and/or

WHEREAS, Owner has executed, or is about to execute, a mortgage or detd of trust and a related note in a sum not greater than
$ 145,000,00
, to be dated no later than
Tcb
Z~~*
. J£5£_. ' n fevor o f
1
T W i L o f C>4cK
, hereinafter referred to as "Lender* , payable with interest and upon the terms and
conditions described therein, which mortgage or deed of trust is to be recorded concurrently herewith; and
WHEREAS, it is a condition precedent to obtaining said loan that said mortgage or deed of trust last above mentioned shall
unconditionally be and remain at all times a lien or charge upon the land herein before described, prior and superior to the lien or
charge of the mortgage or deed of trustfirstabove mentioned; and
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CONTINUATION OF SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
WHEREAS, Lender Is willing to make said loan provided the mortgage or dzzd of trust securing the same is a lien of charge upon
the above described property prior and superior to the lien of charge of the mortgage or deed of trustfirstabove mentioned and
provided that Creditor will specifically and unconditionally subordinate the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust First
above mentioned to the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust in favor of Lender; and
WHEREAS, it is the mutual benefit of the parties hereto that Lender make such lojm to Owner; and Creditor is willing that the
mortgage or deed of trust securing the same shall, when recorded, constitute a (ien or charge upon said land which is
unconditionally prior and superior to the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust in favor of the Creditor above mentioned.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual benefits accruing to the parties hereto and other valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which consideration is hereby acknowledged, and in order to induce Lender to make the loan above
referred to, it is hereby declared, understood and agreed as follows:
(1) That said mortgage or deed of trust securing said note in favor of Lender shall unconditionally be and remain at ail times a Hen
or charge on the property therein described, prior and superior to the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust in favor of
the Creditor first above mentioned.
(2) That Lender would not make its loan above described without this subordination agreement
(3) That this agreement shall he the whole and only agreement with regard to the subordination of the lien or charge of the
mortgage or deed of trust in favor of the Creditor first above mentioned to the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust
in favor of the Lender above referred to and shall supersede and cancel, but only insofar as would affect the priority between
the mortgages or deeds of trust hereinbefore specifically described, any prior agreement as to such subordination including,
but not limited to, those provisions, if any, contained in the mortgage or deed of trust in favor of the Creditor first above
mentioned, which provide for the subordination of the lien or charge thereof to another mortgage or deed of trust to another
mortgage or deed of trust
Creditor declares, agrees and acknowledges that
(a) It consents to and approves (i) all provisions of the mortgage or deed of trust and the related note in favor of Lender above
referred to, and (ii) ail agreements, including but not limited to any loan or escrow agreements, between Owner and Lender for
the disbursement of the proceeds of Lender's loan;
(b) Lender in making disbursements pursuant to any such agreement is under no obligation or duty to, nor has
Lender represented that it will see to the application of such proceeds by the person or persons to whom Lender disburses such
proceeds and any application or use of such proceeds for purposes other that those provided for in such agreements shall not
defeat the subordination herein made in whole or part;
(c) It intentionally and unconditionally waives, relinquishes and subordinates the lien or charge of the mortgage or deed of trust in
favor of the Creditor to the lien or charge upon said land of the mortgage or deed of trust in favor of Lender above referred to
and understands that in reliance upon, and in consideration of, this waiver, relinquishment and subordination specific loans
and advances are being and will be made and, as part and parcel thereof, specific monetary and other obligations are being and
will be entered into which would not be made or entered into but for said reliance upon this waiver, relinquishment and
subordination; and
(d) If requested by Lender, an endorsement has been placed upon the note secured by the mortgage or deed of trustfirstabove
mentioned in favor of the Creditor that said mortgage or deed of
irust has by this instrument been subordinated to the lien or charge of (he mortgage or deed of trust in favor of Lender above
referred to.
NOTICE: THIS SUBORDINATION ACREEMENT CONTAINS A PROVISION WHICH ALLOWS THE
PERSON OBLIGATED ON YOUR REAL PROPERTY SECURITY TO OBTAIN A LOAN A
PORTION OF WHICH MAY BE EXPENDED FOR OTI1ER PURPOSES THAN
IMPROVEMENT OF THE LAND.
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CONTINUATION OF SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT

CREDITOR: Citibank, N.A.,

Title Vice President

OWNER:

Printed Name Stephanie Reynolds
Title

Printed Name
Title

Printed Name
Title
.

Printed Name
Title

(ALL SIGNATURES MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED)
fT!S RECOMMENDED THAT. PRIOR TO THE EXECUTION OF THIS AGREEMENT WE PARTIES
CONSULT WITH THEIR ATTORNEYS WITH RESPECT THERETO.

STATE OF
County of

MISSOURI
St. Louis

JSs.

On February
11th
2008
, before me, Kevin Cehring
personally
appcared|Christine Dean
I
of
JfVfa
[Citibank, N,A.
personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person(s) whose
narncts) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to mc that hc/she/thcy executed the
same in his/her/their authorized caparity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the
person(s). or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
Witness my hand and official seal,

Notary *uWic in said County and State

11
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CONTINUATION OF SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT
CREDITOR: Citibank, N*AM

Title Vice President

OWNER:

A<Lj

&*

Stephanie Reynydi

Printed
Title

Printed Name.
Title

Printed Name .
Title

Printed Name
Title

(ALL SIGNATURES MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED)
IT ISRECOMMENDED THAT, PRIOR TO THE EXECUTION OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE PARTIES
CONSULT WITH THEIR ATTORNEYS WITH RESPECT THERETO.

STATE OF.
County of _

MISSOURI
StLoub

JSs.

On February
11th
2008
, before me, Kevin Gehring
personally
appcarcdifrhristine DearT
1
of
[Citibank, N.A.
personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person(s) whose
name{s) Ware subscribed to the withm Instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the
same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/bcr/their stgnature(s) on the instrument the
persons), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument

tZ2F^

Witness my hand and official seal.

/ > fcv.

! [

5*t

Norary Jftfcfiic in said County and State

/ 5
/
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STATE OF ^ " V , .. I )
County of ^ ^ V'V-M^Sar-'

Panl/ fr 5v/ii

o, a / : *

. personally appeared
and
^
whose nkme(s) is/are subscribed & the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they
executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signalure(s) on the
instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the persons) acted, executed the instrument
Witness my hand and official seal.

AMY DAVIS

Notary Public in said Coui

NOTARY PUBLIC* STATE 01 UTAH
15452 South Rosa Canyon Road
Rivarton, U T $4065
MY COMMISSION EXPfftB: OM5.201O I
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ORDER NUMBER: 133508

EXHIBIT "A
(2&-17-276-010)
LOT 26, WHITE CITY #32. ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN THE OFFICE OF
THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER STATE OF UTAH.
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DEED

Qp

TOUST
M M * 1000649-0099080003-7

DEFINITIONS
Wardft used in mullipie sactlone of this document are defined below and other word* afa daRnad In
Sections 3,11,13,18,20 and 21. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are
also provided in Section 16.
(A) "Security tnetnimenr means this document, which Is dated February 27, 2008, together with an
Riders to this document
(B) "Borrower* is Stephanie Reynolds, Individually

Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument
(C) "Lender* is Bank of Utah. Lender Is a Utah Corporation organized and existing under thetawsof
the State of Utah. Lander's eddress is 2805 Washington Blvd.. OgdenUT 84401.
(D) trustee" * Bank of Utah, a Utah Corporalton 2605 Washington Blvd., Ogden UT 84401.
(E) "MERS" Is Mortgage EhctronteRegielr*^
MERS is e separate corporation that is
acting soWyae a nomineeforLander and Lenders sucoessors end assigns. MERS Is the beneficiary
under this Security instrument MERS is organised and exWng under tie laws of Delaware, and has
an address and telephone number of P.O. Box 202BV Flint, Ml 48501-2026, telephone (888) 679-MERS.
(F) "Note" means the promissory note signed by Borrower and deled February 27,2008.
The Note stalestftatBorrower owes Lender One Hundred Forty Two Thousend Two Hundred Thirty Two
Dofiars and 00/100
Dolors (U.S. $142,232.00) pfue ktferaeL Borrower hes promised to pay M a debt in regular Periodic
Payments andtopay the debt in M l not later than March 1,2038.
(G) -Property" means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
Property."
(H) "Loan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late
chergee due under the Note, end a l sums due under this Security instrument, plus interest
(I) -radars" means al Riders to this Security Instrument that ara itxecuted by Borrower. The feliowing
Riders aretobe executed by Borrower [chmckbox as qppicabte}:
QAflustafatoRatoRfcler
• Condominium Rider
• MFemttyRktar
• Second Home Rtter
• PtswwxJ L M Dwekpncnt RJd»
Q Biweekly Payment Rider
• Balloon Rider
• Others) fspediy]
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(J) "Applicable Law* means at controlling applicable federal, stata and local statutes, regulations,
ordnances and administrative mfat and orctera (thalhavethaa(fcdofhw)ai w ^ a s aiTappiMbU fins^
non-appealable Judicial opinions.
(K) "Community Aeeoctation Dues, Fees, and Asseaament*- maans all dues, fees, assessments
and other charges that ana impoaad on Borrower or Iha Property by a condominium association,
homeowners association or similar organization.
(L) -Electronic Funds Transfer means any transfer of funds, other than a transaction originated by
check, draft, or ehnfer paper instrument, whfch Is InHaied through an electronic terminal, telephonic
instrument, computer, or magnetic tape so as to enter, instruct, or authorize afinancialinstitutiontodebit
or credit an acoounL Such term includes, but is not UmHadto,point-of-eale transfers, automated teUar
maohme transactions, transfers initiated by telephone,, wire transfers, and automated clearinghouse
transfers*
(M) "Escrow Hems" means (hose lems that are described in Section 3.
(N) "Miscellaneous Proceed*- means any compensation. sefltoment award of damages, or proceeds
paid by any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described In Section 5)
for (i) damage to, or destruction o( the Property; (ti) condemnation or otfier taking of e l or any part of the
Properly; (li) conveyance in lieu of condemnation; or frv) misrepresentations oT, or omissions esto,the
value snd/br condition of the Property.
(O) •'Mortgage Ineurance* means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, or default
on. the Loen.
(P) 'Periodic Peymefit" means the regularly scheduled amount due for (I) principal and interest under
the Note, plus (II) any amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
(Q) "RESPA" meant the Real Estate Settlement Procedures A d (12 UJS.C. §2601 et eeq,) end Ha
implementing regulation, Regulation X (24 C.F.R. Part 3500), as they might be amended torn lime to
time, or any additional or successorfegJstotionor regulation that governs the same subject matter. As
used in this Security Instrument, "RESPA* refers to all requirements and restrictions hat are imposed in
regard to a "fedemty related mortgage loen" even if the Loen does not qualify as a "federally related
mortgagetoert*under RESPA.
(R) "Successor In intereet of Borrower" meane any party that has taken M e to the Property, whether
or not that party has assumed Borrower's obligations under the Note endfer this Security instrument.
TRANSFER O F RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of tMe Security Instrument (e SSER8 (solely aa nominee for Lender and Lender's
successors and aaafgne) and Vie succeeeors and assigns of HERS. This Security Instrument
secures to Lender: (1) the repayment of the Loan, and al renewals, extensions and modifications of the
Note; and (ii) the performance of Borrower's covenants and agreements under this Security Instrument
and the Note. For tWs purpose, Borrower irrevocably grants, ainveya ami warranto to Trustee, In toatf,
win power of sale, the following described property located in Iha state of
Utah
_ _
county of
Salt Lake:
pwRi m fMcsrans«

LOT 26, WHITE CfTV #32, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN THE
OFFICE OF THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER, STATE O F UTAH.
TAX ID #28-17-276-010
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If Lander receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which include* a
sufficient amounttopay any lata charge due, the payment may be applied to tha delinquent payment and
tha lab charge. If mora than one Periodic Payment ia outstanding, Lander may apply any payment
received from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments V. and to tha extant that, each
payment can be paid in full. To the extant that any excess exists after tha payment ia applied to the full
payment of one or more Periodic Payments, such excess may be applied to any late charges due.
Voluntary prepayments shaH be applied first to any prepayment charges and then as described in tha
Note.
Any application of payments, Insurance proceeds, or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due
under the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date, or change tha amount, of the Periodic
Payments.
3.
Funds for Eacrow Item*. Borrower ahai pay to Lender on the day Periocfc Payments are
due under the Note, until the Note ia paid in Kill, a sum (the Tundls*} to provideforpayment of amounts
due
for:
(a} (exes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument at a Ben
or encumbrance on the Property; (b) leasehold payment* or ground rants oh the Properly, if any; (c)
premiums for any and a l insurance required by Lander under Suction 5; and (d) Mortgage Insurance
premiums, if any, or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender to leu of the payment of Mortgage
Insurance premium* in accordance with the provisions of Section 10.- These Hems ere calad "Escrow
Items." At origination or at any time during the term of tha Loan, Lander may require that Community
Association Dues, Fees, end Assessments, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, end such dues,foe*and
assessments shal be an Escrow item. Borrower shal promptly furnishtoLender all notices of amount*
to be paid under this Section. Borrower shal pay Lender the FundsforEscrow Items unless Lender
waive* Borrowers obligationtopay the Fundsforany or all Escrow Hams. Lender may waive Borrower's
obligationtopay to Lender Fundsfarany or a l Escrow Items at any time. Any such waiver may only be
in writing, in Kha event of such waiver, Borrower shal pay direcfy. vrtien and where payable, the amounts
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and, if Lender
requires, shall furnishtoLender receipts evidencing such payment vrithin such time period es Lender may
require. Borrower's obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shalfora l purposes be
daamedtobe a covenant and agreement containedtothis Security InatnJment, as the phrase •covenant
and agreement" is used in Section 9. If Borrower is obligatedtopay Escrow Items directly, pursuanttoa
waiver, and Borrower tola to pay tha amount due for an Escrow Item, Lender may exercise its rights
under Section 9 and pay such amount and Borrower shal then be 'Obligated under Section 9torepay to
Lender any such amounL Lender may revoke the waiver astoany or aD Escrow Items at any time by a
notice given In accordance with Section 15 and, upon such revocation, Borrower shal pay to Lender a l
Funds, and in such amounts, that are then required under this Secfein 3.
Lender may, at any time, ooleot and hold Funds in an amount (a) sufficient to permi Lender to
apply the Funds al the time specfied under RESPA, and (b) nottoexceed the maximum amount a lender
can require under RESPA. Lander shal estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data
and reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with
Applicable Law.
The Funds shaf be held in an Institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency,
instrumentality, or entity (including Lender, if Lender is an institution whose deposits ere so insured) or in
any Federal Home Loan Bank. Lender shal apply the Funds to,p*y the Escrow llama no later than the
time specfied under RESPA. Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying tha Funds,
annually analyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Hams, unless Lender pays Borrower
interest on tha Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make auch a charge. Unless an agreement
is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on tha Funds, Lander shal not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on the Funds. Borrower and Lender can agree in
wrung, however, that interest shall be paid on tha Funds. Lender e M givetoBorrower, without charge,
an annual accounting of the Funds as required by RESPA.
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA, Lender shall account to
Borrowerforthe excess Hinds In accordance with RESPA. If there Ssa shortage of Funds held In escrow,
as defined under RESPA, Lender shall notify Borrower as required ty RESPA, and Borrower ahat pay to
Lander the amount necessarytomake up tha shortage in accordant* with RESPA, but in no mora than
U T * H a - i « T H * - S » H » ffpwfr-riwii enffurfdto fccuaffosu xsTsmeiMT
seme S M S M fee* 3MS * t * i
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which currently hai the address of
Sandy

Utah

10449 South Hyacinth Circle
tStnwtJ
84094
(•Property

TOGETHER WITH a l h a improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, M l all
easements, appurtenances, and fixtures now or hereafter a part of (he property. A l raptamenitfand
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument A l of the foregoing is referred to Jiff this
Security Instrument as the "Property." Borrower understands and agrees that MERS hords ohty Jedl|tffle
to the interests granted by Borrower h this Security instrument, but, if necessary to compfy w i t h l * or
custom, MERS (as nominee tor Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) has the right: to exefcfse
any oral of those interests, including, but not limited to, the right to foredoee and sell the PrOplfty; * S to
lake any action required of Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and canceling this Seoerlty
Instrument.
•.* *-.•#. J §
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower Is lawfuty seised of the estate hereby
the right to grant, convey and warrant the Property and that Ihe Property is urwncumbene&V except for
encumbrances of record. Borrower farther warrants and wfl defisnd generaly the tile to tfie Property
against a l claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances of record.
/
^ ' ' if;
THIS SECURITY INSTRUWENT combines uniform covenantstornalonal use arvj fejh-uH*wn
covenants wlh Imfted veriationi by jurisdiction to consKule e uniform security hstrument c^wrih^nMl
property. • ^-'••'•• ?>•-•'.
•;•**> # " *
UNJFORM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lander covenant and agree asfollows:• & £ r i S
1.
Payment of PrtnclpaL Iniefest, E a c n w Items, Pmpaym
Borrower ahal promptly pay when due Ihe principal of, and interest on; the debt evidenced by the Note
and any prepayment charges and late charges due under Ihe Note* Borrower shad also pay lurid^for
Escrow Items pursuanttoSection 3. Payments due under the Note and Ws Security IrutfruAri^ shi*be
made in U.S. currency. However, if any checker other Imtrument received by L e n o ^ M p a y ^ W under
the Note or this Society Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid. Lender may require that ehy &aM
subsequent payments due under the Nola and this; Security Instrument be made in one cKmore ofthe
following forms, as selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) certified check; 6 * W e l d * ,
treasurer* check'or cashier's check, provided any such check Is drawn upon en foslKuio* wwpe
deposits are Insured by e federal agency, Instrumentality, or enlty; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. If
Payments ere deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in * i N o * or
at such other location as may be designated by Lander in accordance wtth the nolce prtftbions gn
Section 15. Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payiiMhtettfe
insufficient to bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or partial payment InsiMUeritJ
bring the Loan currant; without waiver off any rights hereunder or prejudicetoHarightslo refuse i
payment wparial payments in the future, btrt Lender
such payments ere accepted. IT each Periodic Payment it appied as of its scheduled due dele,"
Lender need not pay interest on unappM funds. Lender may hold such unappfJed funds until Bomfcfer
makes paymenttobring the Loan current. If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of lime,
Lender she! either apply such fundi or return them to Borrower. Ifnotappftedearfer, such tunds wlfbe
appiedtothe outstanding principal baience under the Note Immediately prior to foreclosure. No offset cjr
claim which Borrower might have now or in the future again*! Lender she! retievefiorrower from making
payments due under the Note and this Security instrument or performing the covenants and agreement^
secured by this Security Instrument
2.
Application of Payment! or Proceed*. Except as otherwise described in this Section 2, al
payments accepted and applied by Lender shel be applied in lie following order of priority: (a) M e r e *
due under the Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) emounts due under Section 3. Such payments
shall be applied to each Peribdfc Payment in l i e order in which ftbecamedua. Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first lo late charges, secondtoeny ofter emounts due under this Security Instrument,
and thentoreduce the principal balance of Ihe Note.
imwoMiflM
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12 monthly payments. If there Is a deficiency or Funds held in escrow, »s defined under RESPA, Lender
shaft notify Borrower as required by R E S P A and Borrower shaft paytoLender the amount necessary to
make up tie deficiency in accordance with RESPA, but in no moro than 12 monthly payments.
Upon payment in full of s i sums secured by this Security Instrument, Lander shal promptly refund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender.
4.
Charges; Liens. Borrower she! pey all taxes, assessments, charges, fires, and impositions
attributabletothe Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument, leasehold payments or
ground rente on the Property, if any, and Community Association Dues, Pees, and Assessments, i any.
To the extent that these Hems ere Escrow llsms, Borrower shal pay them in the manner provided in
Section 3.
Borrower shal promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instalment unless
Borrower: (a) agrees In writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner
acceptable to Lander, but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement; (b) contests the lien in
good faith by, or defends against enforcement of the Ren In, legal proceedings which in Lender's opinion
operate to prevent the enforcement of the Hen while those proceedings ere pending, but only una such
proceedings are concluded; or (c) secures from the holder of the linn an agreement satisfactorytoLender
subordinating the lientothis Security Instrument V Lender determines that any part of the Property is
subject
to
a
lien
which
can attain priority over this Security Instalment, Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the lien. '
Within 10 deys of the dale on which that nofica is given, Borrower shall satiety the lien or take one or
more of the actions setforthabove In this Section 4.
Lander may require Borrower to pey a one-time charge for a real estate tax verification and/or
reporting service used by Lender in connection with tiis Loan.
5.
Property Insurance. Borrower shaft keep the improvements now existing or hereefcer
erected on (he Property insured against loss by fire, hazards included within the term "extended
coverage," and any other hazards inducing, but not limitedto,earthquakes andfloods,forwhich Lender
requires insurance. This Insurance shal be maintained in the amounts (Including deductible levels) and
for the periods that Lender requires. What Lander tequilas pursuant to the preceding sentences can
change during the term of the Loan. The Insurance canter providing tie insurance shed be chosen by
Borrower subject to Lender* right to disapprove Borrower's chofcse, which right shaB not be exercised
unreasonably. Lender may require Borrower to pay, In connection with this Loan, either (a) a one-time
chargeforfloodzone determination, certification and Cracking servioss; or (b) a one-time chargefarflood
zone determination and certlffcaffon services and subsequent chaigea each lime remapplngs or similar
changes occur which reasonably might affect such determination or certification. Borrower aha! also be
responsMeforthe payment of any tees imposed by the Federal Emergency Manegement Agency in
connection withfoereview of any flood zona determination resulting from an objection by Borrower.
If Borrower folia to maintain any of the coverages described above. Lender may obtain insurance
coverage, at Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lander is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount or coverage. Therefore, such coverage shaU cover Lander, but might or might
not protect Borrower. Borrower's equity in the Property, or the contents of the Property, against any risk,
hazard or HabMty and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in affect Borrower
acknowtedges thatfoecost of the insurance coverage so obtained might aignflcantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained. Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section S
shaB become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument. These amounts shal bear
interest at the Note rate from the date of disbursement and ahel be payable, with such interest, upon
notice from Lender to Borrower requesting payment
AM insurance poides required by Lender end renewals of such policies shal be subject to Lender's
righttodisapprove such policies, shal include e standard mortage clause, and shal name Lender as
mortgagee end/or ae an addlionel loas payee. Lender aha! have the right to hold the policies wnd
renewal certificates. If Lender requires, Borrower shal promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid
premiums and renewal notices. If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage, not otherwise
required by Lender,tordamage to, or destruction of, the Properly, such policy shal include a standard
mortgage clause end shal name Lender as mortgagee andfor as an additional loss payee.
In the event of loss, Borrower ahel give prompt noticetothe insurance carrier and Lender. Lender
may make proof of toes I not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
vTmt>mi*Tm*-s*gihFmk rm^mm^mMhtucumommtrmmwr
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in writing, any Insurance proceeds, whether or not the underlying insurance wasrequiredby Lender, shell
be applied torestorationor repair of the Property, if the restoration or repafrfc economical leasibie and
LenoVfc security is not lessened. During such repair and restoration period. Lender ahal heve the right
to hold such Insuranoe proceeds untl Under hat had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure
the w o * has been completed to Lander's satMectton, provided that euch ta^
promptly. Lender may disburse proceeds tor the rapaim and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable
Law requires interest to be paid on auch insurance proceeds, Lender shan nol be required to pay
Borrower any interest or earnings on such proceeds. Fees for public equate*, or other third parties,
retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of aie insurance proceeds and thai be the sola obligation of
Borrower, If the restoration or repair is not eoortomicoly (feasible or Lender's security would be lessened,
the insurance proceeds shaH be applied to h a sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or nol
then due, wNh the excess. If any, paid to Borrower. Such Insurance proceeds ahsf be applad in the
order providedtorin Section 2.
if Borrower abandons the Property. Lender may fie, negotiate and settle any available insurance
daim and related matters. If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a deirn, then Lender may negotiete and settle the daim. The 30
day period w i begm when lhe notice is given. In either event or If Lender enquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise, Borrower hereby assigns to Lender (a) Borrower's rights to any insurance
proceeds
in
en
amount
not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument, and (b) any other of
Borrower's rights (other than the right to any refund of uneemed premiums paid by Borrower) under afl
insurance policies oovering the Property, inaotar es such rights are applicable to the coverage of the
Property. Lender mey use the Insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or to pay
amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument, whether or not then due,
B.
Occupancy. Borrower shel occupy, estabEsh, end use the Property as Borrower's prtotipal
residence within 60 days after the exacuiton of thk Security Instrument and shal continue to occupy the
Property as Borrower's principal residence for el least one yeer altar the date of occupancy, unless
Lender otherwise agrees In writing, which consent she! not be unreasonably wihheW, or unless
extenuating circumstances axis! which are beyond Borrower's control.
7.
Preservation, Maintenance and Protection of the Property; Inapeettons. Borrower shel
not destroy, damage or impair the Property, elow the Property to deteriorate or commX waste on the
Property. Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property. Borrower shal maintain the Property to
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition. Unless it is
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair orrestorationis not economically faesbie, Borrower shall
prompiy repair the Property K damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage. If insurance or
condemnation proceeds ere peld in connection wfth damage to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only IT Lender has released proceedsforsuch
purposes. Lender mey disburse proceads for the repairs and restoration in a stogie payment or in a
series of progress payments as the work is completed. If the Insuranoe or condemnation proceeds are
not sufficient to repair or restore the Property, Borrower is not relieved of Borrower's obigation for the
completion of auchrepairor restoration.
Lender or Its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property. If tt has
reasonable cause, Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property. Lender shall
give Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection spedtying such reasonable
cause.
a.
Borrower's Loan Application. Borrower ahal be in default if, during the Loen application
process, Borrower or any persons or entitles acting at the direction of Borrower or wito Borrower's
knowledge or consent gave materieJy falsa, misleading, or inaccurate Information or statements to
Lender (or failed to provide Lender with material Information) in connection wlh Ihe Loan. Material
representations Include, but are not limited to, representations concerning Borrower's occupancy of the
rropeny as sorrowers principal resoence.
0.
Protection o i Lender's Interest In the Property and Rights Under this Security
instrument If (e) Borrower b i s to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security
Instrument (b) there Is s legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lander1* interest in the Property
aTSMDw<erTtMii.ara»rniin rmmmm*twm*muvwmmm*mumM
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and/or rights under this Security Instrument (such as a proceeding In bankruptcy, probate, for
condemnation or forfeiture, for enforcement of e lien which may attain priority over this Security
Instrument or to enforce lews or regulation*), or (c) Borrower has abandoned the Property, then Lender
may do and pay for whatever Is reasonable or appropriate to protect Lenders interest in the Property and
rights under this Security Instrument, including protecting and/or assessing the value of the Property, and
securing andtor repairing A t Property. Lender's actions can Indue It, but are not limited to: (a) paying any
sums secured by a Hen which has priority over this Security installment; (b) appearing in court and (c)
paying reaaoneble attorneys' Ises lo protect Is interest In the Property andfor rights under this Security
Instrument, Including Is secured position In a bankruptcy proceeding. Securing ths Property includes, but
Is not limited to, entering the Property to make repairs, change locks, replace or board up doom and
windows, drain water from pipes, eliminate bUUng or other code iriotofons or dangerous condlions, and
have utilities turned on or off. Although Lender may take action under this Section & Lender does not
hove lo do so and la not under any duty or obligation fa do so. It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability
for not taking any or a l actions authorized under this Section ft.
Any amounts disbureed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These emounts shall beer Interest et the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and she! be payable, with such interest, upon notice from Lender lo Borrower requesting
payment
V this Security Instrument is on a leasehold, Borrower shel comply with a l the provisions of the
leese. If Borrower acquiresfoeM e to the Property, the leasehold and the fee title shall not meipe unless
Lender egrees to the merger In writing.
1fc Mortgage Insurance, if Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition oT making the
Loan, Borrower shall pay the premiums requiredtomalnlaln the Mortgage Inaurance In effect, IT,forany
mason, the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be avelable from the mortgage
insurer that previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately
designated payments towerd the premiums for Mortgege Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums
required lo obtein coverage substantially equivalent to Ihe Mortgege Insurance previously in effect at a
cost substantially equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously In effect, from
an aiemate mortgage insurer selected by Lender. I substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance
coverage Is not avalable. Borrower shall continue lo pay to Lender the amount of the separately
designated payments that were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be In effect Lender will
accept, use end retain these payments es a non-refundable loss reserve In leu of Mortgage Insurance.
Such lose reserve shel be non-refundable, notwithstanding the foot fiat the Loan is ultimately paid in fol.
and Lender shaJT not be required to pay Bonowererry interest or earnings on such loss reserve. Lender
can no longer require loss reserve payments if Mortgege Insurance coverage (in the amount and lor the
period that Lender requires) provided by an insurer selected by Lender egain becomes avalebis, Is
obtained, and Lender requires separately designated payments toward the premiums tor Mortgege
Insurance. If Lender required Mortgege Insurance as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower wee
required to make separately designated payments toward the premluma for Mortgege Insurance,
Borrower shel pey the premiums required to maintain Mortgage Inajrance in effect, or to provide a nonrefundable loss reserve, unH Lender's requirement tor Mortgage Jmurance ends in accordance with any
written agreement between Borrower and Lender providing for such termination or untl termination is
required by Applicable Law. Nothing in this Section 10 affects Borrowers obligation to pay Interest et the
rate provided in Ihe Note.
Mortgege Inaurance reimburses Lender (or any entity that punshaaes the Note)forcertain loases It
may incur I Borrower does not repay the Loan aa agreed. Borrower is not e perty to the Mortgage
Insurance.
Mortgage insurers evaluate theirtotalriskon a l such insurance in force from timetotime, and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modiy their risk, or reduce losaes. These
agreements are on forms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer end the other party
(or parties) to these agreements. These agreements may require the mortgage Insurer to make
payments using any source of fords fiat the mortgage Insurer may have avelefale (which may include
funds obtained from Mortgage Insurance premiums).
As a result of these agreements, Lender, any purchaser of the INole, another insurer, any reinsurer,
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, may receive (directly or Indirectly) amounts that
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derive from (or might b# characterized as) a portion of Borrower* paymentstorMortgage Insurance, in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer's risk, or reducing tosses. If such agreement
provides that an eflltate of Lander takes a share of the Insurer* risk In exchange for a share of the
premium! patttothe Insurer, Ihe orran^
(a) Any such agreement* will not affect ths amounts that Borrower has agreed to p i y far
Mortgage Insurance, o r any other teime of the Loan. Such agreements wtfi not Increase the
amount Borrower will owe tor Mortgage Insurance end they will not entitle Borrower to mr
refund.
(b) Any such agreements will not altoet the righto Borrower has - if any • with respect to
the Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of I B M or any other lew. These
rights may include the right to receive certain disclosures, to request and obtain cancellation of
the Mortgage Insurance, to have the Mortgage Insurance terminated automatically, and/or to
receive a refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that ware unearned at the time of such
cancellation or termination.
11. Assignment of MtoceUcneoue Prooaads; Forfeiture. All Miscellaneous Proceeds are
henaby assignedtoand ahaii he paidtoLander,
If the Properly is damaged, such Mkcslianeous Proceeds shall be applied torestorationorrepairof
the Property, if the restoration orrepairit economically feasible and Lender's security is not loosened.
During such repair andrestorationperiod, Lander shall have tie right to hold such Miscelaneoiis
Proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to Inspect such Property to ensure the work has been
completedtoLender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly. Lender
may paytoriharepairsand restoration in a single disbursement or in a aeries of progress psyrnants as
tie work is completed. Unless an agreement Is made In writing or Applicable Law requires intoreettobe
paid on such Misoeloneous Proceeds, Lender shal not be required to pay Borrower eny interest or
earnings on such Mtocelianeous Proceeds, If the restoration or repeir is not economicelyfeasibleor
Lender's
security
would
be lessened, fie Misoslaneous Proceeds shel be applied to the sums secured by this Security
Instrument, whether or not then due, with fie excess, if any, paid to Borrower. Such Misoslaneous
Proceeds shal be eppledtothe order piovidedforIn Section 2.
In the event of e total taking, destruction, or loss In value of the Property, the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shell be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due. with
the excess, if eny, peidtoBorrower,
In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in which the fsir msrfcat
vslue of the Property immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value is equal to or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument ImmedieteJy before the partial
taking, destruction, or loss in value, unless Borrower end Lender otherwise agree in writing, the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shel be reduced try the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
multiplied by the (Wowing fraction: (a) the total amount of Ihe sums secured knmedtatety before toe
partial taking, destruction, or loss in value divided by (b) Ihe lair market value of the Property ImmedieteJy
before the partial taking, destruction, ortossin vslue. Any balance shall be peidtoBorrower.
In the event of e partial taking, destruction, ortossIn velue of the Property in which the fair market
value oftoeProperty immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss In velue is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or toss in value, unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in wrCng, Ihe Misoslaneous Proceeds shal be appliedtothe sums
secured by this Security Instrumsnt whether or not the sums are than due.
If Ihe Property is abandoned by Borrower, or if, efier noflce by Under to Borrower that Ihe
Opposing Party (as defined intoenext sentence) offerstomake en awardtosettle a claimfordamagea,
BorrowertolatorespondtoLender within 30 days after the date the notice is given, Lender is authorized
to collect end apply the MiscoHeneouB Proceeds eithertorestorationorrepairof Ihe Property ortothe
sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due. "Opposing Party* means the third
party that owes Borrower Miscellaneous Proceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of
action inregardtoMisceleneous Proceeds,
Borrower she! be in dateuft if eny action or proceedfng, whether civil or criminal, Is begun that, tn
Lender's judgment could reeult inforfeitureof the Property or olier material Impairment of Lender's
interest in the Property orrightsunder this Security Instrument. Borrower can cure such e detoul and, if
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acceleration hat occurred, reinstate at provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceedingtobe
dismissed with a ruling that, in Lender's Judgment, precludesforfeitureof the Property or other material
impairment of Lander's Interest in the Property or rights under thtas Security instrument. The proceeds of
any award or data for damegos thet m attributable to the impairment of Lender's interest in the Property
are hereby assigned and shal be pehltoLender.
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order providedforin Section 2.
12. Borrower Not Released; Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver. Extension of the time lor
payment or mocflfceffon of amortization of tie sums secured by his Security instrument granted by
Lender to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of
Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower. Lender shal not be required to commence
proceedmgs against any Successor In Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or
otherwise modify amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand
made by the original Borrower or any Successors in Intorest of &
Anyforbearanceby Lender In
exercising any right or remedy including, without limitation. Lander's acceptance of payments rrom third
persons, entities or Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amouniis less than the amount than due, sheD
not be a waiver of or preclude the exercise of any right or remedy.
13, Joint and Several Liability; Co-signers; Successors and Aeeigne Bound. Borrower
covenants and agrees that Borrower's obligations and liaHily shal be joint and several. However, any
Borrower who co-signs this Security instrument but does not execute the Note (e "consigner): (a) is cosigning this Security Instrument oriy to mortgage, grant and convey the co-signer's interest in the
Property under the terms of IMS Security instrument; (b) Is not f Mraonaly obligated to pay the sums
secured by this Security Instrument; and (c) agrees that Lander end any otter Borrower can agree to
extend, modify, forbear or moke any accommodations with regardtothe terms of this Security Instrument
or the Note without the co-signer's consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 1BV any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowers obligations under this Sacurity Instrument in writing, and la approved by Lender, shal obtain
a l of Borrowers rights and benefits under this Security InatrumenL Borrower shal not be released from
Borrowers obligations and MMDty under tils Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing. The covenants end agreements of this Security Instrument shell bind (except es provided fn
Section 20) end beneR the successors and assigns of Lender.
14 Loan Chargee. Lender may charge Borrower teesfarservice* pertbrmad In connection with
Borrowers default, for the purpose of protecting Lenders interest in the Property end rights under this
Security Instalment, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees.
In regard to any other fees, the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a
specificfeeto Borrower ehal not be construed aa a prohibition on the charging of such fee. Lender may
not charge tees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law.
If the Loan is subject to a law which seta maximum loan charges, and that law fafinallyinterpreted
so that the interest or other loen charges coReded or to be cotected in connection with the Loen exceed
the permitted limits, then: (e) any such ben charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce
the che/ge to the permitted limit; and (b) any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded
permitted imits will be refunded to Borrower. Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the
principal owed under the Note or by making e direct payment to Borrower. If a refund reduces principal,
the reduction W H be treated es a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge (whether or not a
prepayment charge la providedforunder the Note). Borrower1!* acceptance of any such refund mode by
direct payment to Borrower wit oonsHtuta a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
of such overcharge.
15. Noticae. All notices given by Borrower or Lender In cotmecfion with M s Security Instrument
must be In writing. Any noticetoBorrower in connection with this Security Instalment shall be deemed to
hove been given to Borrower when meiled by first doss mail or wlien actually delivered to Borrower's
notice address if sent by other means. Nolicatoany one Borrower ehal constitute noticetoa l Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise. The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notion to Lender. Borrower shall promptly
noflty Lender of Borrower1* change of address. If Lender specffiea a procedure for reporting Borrower's
change of address, then Borrower shall only report e change of eddrses through that specified procedure.
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There may ba only ona dasfgnoted note* address under this Security instrument at any one time. Any
notice to Lender shaD be given by debating It or by mafing it by first class mail to Lander's address
stated herein unless Lender has designotod another address by notice to Borrower. Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have bean given to Lender until ectuelly
received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security Instrument fs also required under Applicable
Law, the Applicable Law requirement wH satisfy the corresponding requirement under this Security
Instrument.
1& Governing Law; Severability; Rules o f Construction. This Security Instrument shall ba
governed by federal tew and (he law of the jurisdiction in wMch the Property fc located. ASrightssixl
obfigsfons contained In this Security Instrument am subject to any requirements end limitations air
Applicable Law. Applicable Law might explicitly or impfcttfy aHow the parties to agreefaycontract or a:
mfeht be silent, but such slenoe shall not be construed as a pnohbWon ageinat agreement by contract In
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or me Note conflicts with Applicable
Law, such conflict shaH not affect other proviaions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision.
As used in this Security Instrument: (a) words of the maeculine gender shed meen and indude
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender; (b) words In the singular shaH mean and
indude the plural and vice verse; end (c) the word •may" gives sole discretion without any obligation to
take any action.
17. Borrower's Copy. Borrower shed be given one copy of the Note end of this Security
instrument.
18. Tranafer of the Property or sBensficiel Interest In Borrower. As used in this Section 18.
"Interest in fie Property" means any fogal or beneficial interesl In the Property, including, but not imlted
to, those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed, contact for deed, instalment sales contact
or escrow agreement, the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future dele to a
purchaser.
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred (or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred) without Lender's prior
written consent, Lender may require immediate payment In fell of ell sums secured by this Security
Instrument However, airs option shall not be exercised by Lander if such exercise is prohibited by
Applicable Law.
If Lender exerdses this option, Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice shall
provide e period of not lose than 30 days from the dele the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower mint pay a ! sums secured by this Security instrument if Borrowm- fens to pay
these sums prior to tie expiration of this period, Under may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument wthout farther notice or demand on Borrower.
10. Borrower's Right to Reinstate After Acceleration. If Borrower meets certain conditions,
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest oft (e) five days before sale of the Property pursuanttoany power of sale oontehed
in this Security Instrument; (b) such other period es Appficebto Lew might specifytorthe termination of
Borrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of e judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions am thai Borrower (a) pays Lender a l sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as f no acceleration had occurred; (b) cures any defeuit of any other covenants
or agreements; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing W * Security Instrument, indudrng, but not
limitedto,reasonable attorneys' fees, property inspection end valuation fees, and other fees incurred for
the purpose or protecting Lender's interest in the Property end rights under H e Security Instrument and
(d) takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lender's interest in Vie Property
end rights under this Security Instrument, end Borrowers oblgallon to pay the sums secured by this
Security Instrument, shad continue unchanged. Lender may require that Borrower pay such
reinstatement sums and expenses in one or mom of the Wtowing forms, as selected by Lender (a) cash;
(b) money order: (c) certrSed check, bank check, treasurer* check or ceshier* check, provided any such
check is drawn upon an institution whose deposit ens insured by a federal agency, instrumentality or
entity; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer. Upon reinstatement by Borrower, this Security Instrument and
obligations secured hereby shal remain fuBy effective as V no acceleration had occurred. However, this
righttorsinstete shal not apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18.
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2 d Sale of Note; Change off Loan Servicer; Notice off Grievance. The Note or a partial
interest in the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can tie eokt one or more tones without prior
notice to Borrower. A sale might result in a change in the entity (known as the T o a n Servicer) that
collects Periodic Payments due under the Note end this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage
loan servicing obligations under the Note, this Security Instalment, and Appicabie Law. There also might
be one or mora changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note. If there is a change of the
Loan Servicer, Borrower w i be given written notice of the change which wW state the name and address
of the new Loan Servicer, the eddnesstowhich payments should be made and any other information
RESPA requires in connection with a noica off transfer of servicing If the Note Is told and thereafter the
Loan is serviced by e Loan Servicer other then the purchaser of the Note, the mortgage loan servicing
obligators to Borrower wH remain with the Loan Servicer or be tnmsfsrrad to a successor Loen Servicer
and ere not assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser.
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence, Join, or be joined to any Judicial action (es either an
individual litigant or the member of a class) that arises from tie other party's actions pursuant to this
Security Instnanenl or tat aleges that the other party has bnaartted any provision of, or any duty owed
by reason of, this Security Instrument, unll such Borrower or Lender hoe notified the other party (with
such notice given in compliance with the requirements of Section 15) of such alleged breech and eflbrdad
the other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice lo take corrective edion. If
Applicable Law provides a lima period which must elapse before certain action can be taken, that time
period wll be deemed to be reasonableforpurposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleration end
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 arid the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shed be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take axreciva
action provisions of this Section 20.
21. Neaerdoue Substance*. As used in this Section 21: (e) "Hazardous Substances* ere those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances, pdtutants, or wastes by Environmental Law and
the following substances: gasolne, kerosene, other temmeUa or toxic petroleum products, toxic
pestiddae and herbicides, votatie solvents, materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde, and
radioactive materials; (b) "Environmental Law" means federal laws and laws of the jurtaflcfion where the
Property is located that relate to health, safety or environmental protection; (c) "Environmental Cleanup"
includes any response action, remedial edion. or remove! action, us defined in Environmental Law; end
(d) an "Environmental Condition" means e condition the! can cause, contribute to, or otherwise trigger an
Environmental Cleanup.
Borrower shell not cause or permit the presence, use, cBsposei, storage, or release of any
Hazardous Substances, or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances, on or in the Property*
Borrower sheH not do, nor alow anyone else to do, anything affecting the Property (a) that is in violation
of any Environmental Law, (b) which creetes en Environmental Condition, or (c) which, duetothe
presence, use, or relaese of e Hazardous Substance* creates a corvdlion that adversely affects the value
of
the
Property
The
preceding
two sentences shal not apply to the presence, use, or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances euri are generally recognizedtobe appropriate to normalresidentialuees and to
maintenance of Via Property (indudtag, but not Nmsed to. hazardous substances in consumer products).
Borrower sheJI promptly give Lender written notice of (a) any Investigation, claim, demand, lawsuit
or other edion by any governmental orragutetory agency or privets party involving aw Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower hes actual knowledge, (b) any
Environmental Condition, including but not Imitedto,any spMng, leaking, discharge, relaese or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance, end (c) any condition caused by the presence, use or release of e
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property. If Borrower learns, or is notlied
by any governmental or regulatory authority, or any private party, that nny remove* or other remediation of
any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessery, Borrower shal promptly take all necessary
remedial aclone in accordance with Environmental Law. Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lenderforan Environmental Cleanup.
NON-UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree es follows:
22. Acceleration; Remedies. Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration
following Borrower's breach of any covenant or agreement in this Security Instrument (but not
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prior to acceleration under Section 18 unfits Applicable Law provides otherwise). Tha notice
ahal specify: (a) tha default; (b) the action required to curs the default; (e) a data, not laaa than 30
days from the date tha notloa la given to Borrower, by which tha default must be cured; and (d)
that failure to euro the default on or before the date epecMad to tha notice may roautt in
acceleration of the sums secured by this Security Instrument and sale of the Property. The notice
ahal further Inform Borrower of tha right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a
court action to aaaert the non-exJetence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sals, if the default ia not aired on or before the date apecMed in the notice,
Lander at Re option may require Immediate payment in full of ell some secured by thla Security
instrument without further demand and may invoke the power of saJa and any other remedies
permitted by Applicable Lew. Lender shall be entitled to ooseet all expenses Incurred in pursuing
tharemediesprovided In thla Section 22, Including, but not Knitted to,roeeonableattorneys9 foes
and costs oftitleevidence.
If the power of aaie ia Invoked, Trustee ahal execute a written notice of the occurrence of an
event of default and of the election to cause the Property to be sold and shall record auch notloa
in aach county in which any part of the Property le located. Lander or Trustee shall mall copies of
such notice in the manner prescribed by Applicabla Law to Borrower and to the other persons
prescribed by Applicable Law. fci the event Borrower does not cum the default within the period
then prescribed by Applicable Law, Trustee shall give public notice of the sale to the persona and
In the manner preacribed by Applicable Law. After tha time required by Applicable Lswt Trustee,
without demand on Borrower, shall aetl the Property at public auction to the highest bidder si tha
time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sals In one or mom pareee) and in
any order Trustee determines (but subject te any statutory right of Borrower to dire^ the order to
which the Property, IT consisting of several known lota or parcels, ahal be sold). Trustee may in
accordance with Applicable Law, postpone sale of all or any parcel of the Property by public
announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sate. Lander or Us designee
may purchase the Property at any sale.
Trustee ahaB deliver to the purchaser Trustee's deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty, expressed or Implied The recitals in the Trustees dead ahall be prima
facte evidence of the truth of the etatemente made therein. Trustee shall epply the proceeds of
the aale in the following order: (a) to all expense* of the sale, including, but not Smiled to,
reasonable Trustee's and atterneye' face; (b) to ail auma secured by this Security Instrument; and
(c)any excess to the person or persons legally entitled to It or to the county clerk of the county in
which the saJa took place.
23. Reconveyance. Upon payment of all stum secured by this Security Instrument, Lander ahal
request Trustee ID raconvey the Property end shaR surrender this Security Instrument end all notes
evidencing debl secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee. Trustee shsj reconvey vie Property
without warranty lo tha parson or persons legaly envied to It Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation coats. Lender mey charge auch person or persons a fee far reoonveying the Properly, but
only if theteeis paid to a third party (such aa the Trustee) for services rendered and tha charging of Che
foe Is permitted under Applcabie Law.
24. Substitute Trustee* Lender, at its option, may from time to time remove Trustee and appoint
a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder. Without conveyance of the Property* the
successor trustee she! succeed to all the title, power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein end by
Applicable Law.
25. Request for Notices. Borrower requests that copies of the notices of default and sale be
sent to Borrowers address which is the Property Address.
BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts end agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this
Security Instrument and in any Rider executed by Borrower and recorded with it.
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Witnesses:
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STATE OF UTAH.

Salt Lake

County es:

Theforegoinginetramant was icknoMledged before me this 27l!h day of Febraaiy 2006 by
Stephanie Reynolds

AMY DAVIS
15452 Sort fete Crnnee Road

Notary Pubic iMlding s t
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ORDER NUMBER: 133508

EXHIBIT "A"
ft

(28-17-27WH0)
LOT 26, WHITE CITY #32, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN THE OFFICE OF
THE SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDER, STATE OF UTAH.
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James H. Woodall
J 0653 River Front Parkway, Suite 290
South/onian, Utah W095
Telephone: (801)254-9450
Hours: 8:00 t i n . - 5 : 0 0 pan.

Trustee Sale Number 09-02474

Loan Nmnbtr 2712029095

AFN:2I-17-27WH<H)0W

(SucccttorTnuiee)

1TOTI(X 15 GWEN that JAMES R
STEPHANIE REYNQUJS, A SINGLE WOMAK«T>usto,T^^
SAVINGS BANK.* owned as Btoefciiiy,itca^
Page 3031-3039, Official Recortti of SALT LAKE CMoty. Utah, dcjcriWng diefallowingneat property:
PLEASE SEE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT A.
A breach or default in the ofaiipdtafer
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DATED April 15,2009.
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After Recording Return To:
eTitie Insurance Agency
3269 South Main Street, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
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Recorder, Salt Lak» County, UT
•TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY
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Pared ID ft 28-17-276-010
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL
On or about February 27,2008, Stephanie Reynolds, as trustor, executed a Bust deed to secure the
pei^Hinance by the trustor of pronussory note obliganons. The treat deed wasfiledfi>rrecord on
March 5, 2008, with recorder's entry No. 10365848, Salt Lake County, Utah, and coven the
following real property:
Lot 26, WHTTB CTTY #32, accordingtothe official plat Onco& recorded in the Office of the Salt Lake County
Recorder, State ofUtah.
Together with an the uiiauiunents now or hereafter netted oo die property, and e l
fixtures now or bcxeaficr a part ofSte property.

sad

The monthly payment obligation set forth in the pranissory note is in default All ddmqucrrt
monthly payments, together with ill unpaid taxes, insurance and other obBgatfons under the
promissory note and trust deed, are due. Under the p n > ^
deed, the unpaid principal balance is accelerated and now due, together with accruing interest, late
charges, costs and trustees* and attorneys9 fees. Aixordingjy, the trustee has eteeted to sell the
property described in the bust deed.
DATED: June 29,2009.
eTifte Insurance Agency, Trustee

roSAST F U B U C
CYNTHIA L COX
a m ao. M«M. a«*. too
MyCMMMonttphM

*-—e.aota

State of Utah

Autjxffized Otncer
3269 South Main, Suite 100
Salt Lake Gty,UT 84115
Office Hours: 8:00 ajn. - 5:00 pjn,
801-263-3400

County o f Salt Lake
The jforegoine instrurnent was acknowledged before me on June 29, 2009, by
\jnAl I v / ^
mAiithorized Officer o/efrtfc Irjsurar^ Agency, Trustee,

T
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
The following described property will be sold at public auction to the highest biddcar at the Main
Entrance, Scott M. Matheson Courthouse, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah,-"on
November 2,2009, at 12:30 p.m. of said day, for the purpose of foreclosing a trust deed originally
executed or February 27, 2008 by Stephanie Reynolds, as trustor, infevorof Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee fro Bank of Utah, its successors and assigns, covering the
following real property purported to be located in Salt Lake County at 10449 South Hyacinth Circle,
Sandy, UT 84094 (the undersigned disclaims liability for any error in the address), and more
particularly described as:
Lot 26, WHITE CITY #32, according to the official pJat thereof; recorded in the Office of the Salt Lake County
Recorder, State of Utah.
Together with all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and all easements, appurtenances, and
fixtures now or hereafter a part of flic property.

The current beneficiary of the trust deed is US Bank NA and the record owner of the property as of
die recording of die notice of default is Stephanie Reynolds.
The sale is subject to bankruptcyfiling,payoff, reinstatement or any other circumstance that would
affect the validity of the sale. If any such circumstance exists, the sale shall be void, the successful
bidder's funds returned and the trustee and current beneficiary shall not be liable to the successful
bidder for any damage.
Bidders must tender to the trustee a $5,000.00 deposit at the sale and the balance of die purchase
price by 12:00 noon the day following the sale. The deposit must be in theformof a bank or credit
union cashier's check or bank official check payable to eTitle Insurance Agency. The balance must
be in the form of a wire transfer, bank or credit union cashier's check, bank official check or U.S.
Postal money order payable to eTitle Insurance Agency. Cash payments are not accepted. A
trustee's deed win be delivered to the successful bidder within three business days aiter receipt of
the amount bid
DATED: October 2,2009.
eTitle Insurance Agency, Trustee
3269 South Main, #100
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801)263-3400
Office Hours: 8:00 a m - 5:00 pan.
L&A Case No. 09-78843
CAP

^

THIS COMMUNICATION IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT, AND ANY
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
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10803743

10803743
09/24/2009 02S26 PH * 1 < * . OO
Book - 9765 Pa - 4347-4349
GARY W- O T T

Whenrecordedmail to:

RECORDER, SALT LAKE COUNTY. UTAH

CORLENE mm
1170fiUlIOHST
KH»Y UT 8M23
BY! CDC. DEPUTY - VI 3 P.

CORLENE KEMKER TRUST
1170 BULLION STREET
MURRAY, UTAH 84123

J
TRUSTEE'S DEED
T.S. NO. 09-02474

LOAN NO. XXXXXX9095

APR 28-17-276-O10-0OOO

JAMES H. WOODALL, Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust executed by
STEPHANIE REYNOLDS, A SINGLE WOMAN, Trustors, to secure certain obligations in
favor of CITIBANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, as Beneficiary,
andfiledfor record on April 19,2006, as Entry No. 9698034, in Book 9282, at Page 3031-3039,
of the Official Records of SALT LAKE County, State of Utah, after the recording of a Notice of
Default on April 16,2009, as Entry No. 10676476, in Book 97)0 at Page 7920,
of the official records of said County, and a copy of such Notice of Default with the date of
recordation shown thereon having been mailed by Certified Mail, postage prepaid within ten (10)
days after recordation, to each person entitled to receive a copy of said Notice; and three (3)
months having thereafter lapsed, and then the Trustee having given written notice of the time
and place of the Trustee's Sale, particularly describing the property to be sold, by publication of
such Notice at least three (3) times, once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks, the last
publication having been at least ten (10) days but not more than thirty (30) days prior to the sale,
in a newspaper having general circulation in the County in which the property is situated, and by
posting such Notice at least twenty (20) days before the date of sale in a conspicuous place on die
property to be sold, and also, in three public places in the precinct or city in which the property is
situated; and the Trustee, having mailed a copy of said written Notice by Certified Mail, postage
prepaid, at least twenty (20) days before the date of sale to those persons entitled thereto;
and the sale, having been held on September 16,2009 at 11:30 a.m. at the time and place
designated in the Notice of Sale, which was held between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 pjn n at the
Courthouse of the County in which the property is situated; and the property having been sold by
the Trustee at public auction to the highest bidder;forand the price bid therefore having been
received by the Trustee; and the Trustee hereby conveys to
CORLENE KEMKER as Grantee, whose address is:
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TRUSTEE'S DEED
T.S. NO. 09-02474
LOAN NO. XXXXXX9095
CORLENE KEMKER TRUST
I!70BULLION STREET
MURRAY, UTAH 84123
for valuable consideration, all of the Trustee'sright,title interest and claim of die trustor and his
successors-in-intercst and of all persons claiming by, through or under them, in ano^o-the Within
described property; including all suchright,title, interest and claim in and to such property
acquired by the Trustor or his successors-in-intercst subsequent to the execution of the Trust
Deed. Said property is described more particularly, to-wit:
SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED HERETO.

DATED this 1 1

day of S e p ^ P t t ) P ? r

2009.

4

JAMEo^MWdODAk, TRUSTEE
STATE OF UTAH
SALT LAKE COUNTY

Sr.pV

)
:ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this J~| day of
2009 by JAMES H. WOODALL in his authorized capacity.

NOTARY ECBDJC
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
t.

The following described property will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder at the Main
Entrance, Scott M. Matheson Courthouse, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, on
November 2,2009, at 12 JO p.m. of said day, for the purpose offoreclosinga trust deed originally
executed on February 27, 2008 by Stephanie Reynolds, as trustor, in favor of Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee fro Bank of Utah, its successors and assigns, covering the
following real property purported to be located in Salt Lake County at 10449 South Hyacinth Circle,
Sandy, UT 84094 (the undersigned disclaims liability for any error in the address), and more
particularly described as:
Lot 26, WHITE CITY #32, according to the official plat thereof recorfed in the Office of the Salt Lake County
Recorder, State of Utah.
Together with all the improvements now or hereafter erected an the property) and all easements, appurtenances, and
futures now or hereafter a part of the property.

The current beneficiary of the trust deed is US Bank NA and the record owner of the property as of
the recording ofthe notice of default is Stephanie Reynolds.
The sale is subject to bankruptcyfiling,payoff, reinstatement or any other circumstance that would
affect the validity of the sale. If any such circumstance exists, the sale shall be void, the successful
bidder's funds returned and the trustee and current beneficiary shall not be liable to the successful
bidderforany damage.
Bidders must tender to the trustee a $5,000.00 deposit at the sale and the balance of the purchase
price by 12:00 noon the day following the sale. The deposit must be in the form of a bank or credit
union cashier's check or bank official check payable to eTitle Insurance Agency. Hie balance must
be in the form of a wire transfer, bank or credit union cashier's check, bank official check or U.S.
Postal money order payable to eTitle Insurance Agency. Cash payments are not accepted. A
trustee's deed will be delivered to the successful bidder within three business days after receipt of
the amount bid.
DATED: October 2,2009.
eTitle Insurance Agency, Trustee
3269 South Main, #100
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801)263-3400
Office Hours: 8:00 a m - 5:00 pJXL
L&A Case No. 09-78843
CAP
^
THIS COMMUNICATION IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT, AND ANY
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
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10828786
10828786
10/30/20093:44:00 PM $12.00
Book-9775 P(J-8086-8087
GaryW.Ott
Recorder, Salt Lake County, UT
•TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY
BY: eCASH, DEPUTY - EF 2 P.

After Recording, Return To:
^eTittelnsurance Agency
3269 South Main Street, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
(801)263-3400
CaseNo.09-78843\BM
i No.
Parcel ID ft 28-17-276-010

(Space aboveforCounty Recorder's use)
ASSIGNMENT OF TRUST DEED

For valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., AS NOMINEE FOR BANK OF UTAH
hereby assigns to US BANK NA all beneficial interest andrightsaccrued or to accrue under the
bust deed, together with the indebtedness seemed thereby, dated February 27, 2008, executed by
Stephanie Reynolds, as trustor, to Bank of Utah, as trustee,filedforrecord on March 5,2008, with
recorder's entry No. 10365848, Salt Lake Coimiy, Utahi, axKl covering real raopeity situated in said
county described as Mows:
Lot 26. WHITE CITY #32, according to (be official put thereof! recorded in the Office of the Sah Lake County
Recorder, State o f Utah.
Together with all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and all easements, appurtenances, ndl
fixtures now or hereafter a part o f the property.

Dated:
2009

.October 2,

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc., as nomineeforBank of Utah
Beneficiary/'
M.

Printed Namef
KARAKNABLE___
Its: Certifying OfEcer
State
KENTUCKY
County
DAVIESS

of )
: ss.
of )

day of
TheforegoingAssignment of Trust Deed was acknowledged before me this __2 ND
KARA
OCTOBER
,
2009,
by
KNABLE
, a Certifying Officer for Mortgage Efccttonic
Registration Systems, Inc., as nomineeforBank ofUtah.
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Book -9775LP0 -6119-6120
Gary W. Oft
Recorder, Salt Lake County, UT
TRUSTEES TITLE & ESCROW LC
BY:eCASH,DEPUTY-EF2P.
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SUBSTITUTION Of TRUSTEE

NOTICE IS HEREBY itai JAMES H. WOODALL, Is kertby w o ^ H S « ^ c i j o f Tm««tiw)craOettlor
Trittf, Nuttaadiny wdaHjud^emii^airiiotlwNQfcuiid DeetftfTrust i f a i c r l N N l f a ^ c ^ April AptJU, 2006.
exoetaud by STEPHANIE REYNOLDS. A SINGLE WOMAN, as Tmrtor. ia which FIRST AMERICAN TITLE
COMPANY feaimcdasTraitt, lad CITIBANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK bittmedoi Dcncfe^.iwa>nfcd™
A|riIt9.200f.DsEm.yNQ.969IOKittrkK*92I2.^
Utak, descriMag «he tad thciti* *i fotowc
PLEASE SEE LEGAL DESCRIPTION ATTACHSD AS EXHIBIT A
71* unaligned Beneficiary hereby nilfat and caaflms say and all actions takaii oa Hit beneficiary's
behtlTby iks Successor Trass* prior to Iht rtcoitiiag ofibfc Substitution ofTrasiet.
DATED: Q c A d K / ; 5 t t _. 2009.
CITIBANK FEDERAL 15AV1NCS BANK

fflWPMTB 4CKHQwy;paMKm:
STATE OF

^/2JLAQ?

COUNTY OF O f t W ? * >

*,,

Q.O^ptfgQ,?ccft b*r Mt.CJ^fi^gMfai^

Public, personally appeared
w
< @ 0 L ^
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I cctfftuaderifc PENALTY OF PERJURY u ^
me laid cwMCt,
WITNESS my himl aid official mi.

Chsffsss V«e»8 MeXMipfat
ifrtaift.*** fii/T7/ioit
i
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John A. Snow (3025) jsnow@vancott.cpm
Seth M. Mott (12176) smott@vancott.com
Alex B. Leeman (12578) aleeman@vancott.com
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY, P.C.

36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Salt Lake City, Utah 841II
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801)534-0058
Attorneysfor Plaintiff Corlene Kemker
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE

COUNTY

STATE OF UTAH
CORLENE KEMKER,
Plaintiff,
CHERYL CHANDLER, and JOHN DOES 110,

3-DAY SUMMONS

Civil No. 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 7 ^ 7 3
Judge F e u l

Defendant
THE STATE OF UTAH TO THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT;
CHERYL CHANDLER
10449 Hyacinth Circle
Sandy, UT 84094
You are hereby summoned and required to file an answer in writing to the attached
Complaint with the Clerk of the above-entitled Court whose address is 450 South State Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah, and to serve upon, or mail to Alex B. Leeman, of the law firm of
VANCOTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL

&

MCCARTHY,

P.C, 36 South State Street, Suite 1900, Salt

Lake City, Utah 84111, a copy of said answer within THREE (3) DAYS after service of this
Summons UDOI| you. If you fail to do so, judgment by default may be taken against you for the
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

relief demanded in the Complaint, which has been filed with the Clerk of said Court, and a copy
of which is annexed and herewith served upon you.
DATED this g-7 day of October. 2009.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL, & MCCARTHY, P.C.

By:.

S=.

SethM.Mott
Alex B. Leeman
AttorneysfarPlaintiffCorlene Kemkir
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COPY

~tt.£D

. m s/srwcT COURT
John A. Snow (3025)jsnow@vancott.com
r;.. - , , „ 3 m PTME ., r
SeniM.Motta2175)smott@vancott.com
'
"tmRTKEfiF
Alex B. Leeman (12578) aleeman@vancott.com 3 Y_—_
p
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY, P.C. °£ *tf Y CLEBK
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801)534-0058
Attorneysfar Plaintiff Corlene Kemker
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OFUTAH
CORLENE KEMKER,
Plaintiff,

COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL
DETAINER

vs.

CHERYL CHANDLER, and JOHN DOES 110,

CivilNo.
Judge

0<7C<s?/72)3
PZVL-ZtL.

Defendant
EXPEDITED HEARING REQUESTED
Plaintiff Corlene Kemker complains against Defendant Cheryl Chandler and alleges as
follows:
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION
1.

Plaintiff Corlene Kemker is the owner of real property located at 10449 Hyacinth

:ircle, Sandy, UT 84094 (the "Property"), more particularly described at Lot 26, White City
32, according to the official plat thereof, recorded in the office of the Salt Lake County
ecorder, Tax Parcel No. 28-17-276-010.
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2.

Defendant Cheryl Chandler is an individual residing in Salt Lake County, Utah,

and is the current occupant of the Property.
3.

Defendants John Does 1-10 are individuals whose identity is presently unknown

to Plaintiff and who also reside at the Property.
4.

Stephanie Reynolds is the prior owner of the property, having acquired title

thereto in fee simple on October 25,2004.
5.

Jurisdiction and venue arc proper in this Court pursuant to Utah Code Ann.

§§ 78B-3-3Q1 and 78B-3-307.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
6.

On September 16, 2009, Plaintiff purchased the subject Property at a trustee's

sale, lawfully conducted by trustee James H. Woodail in Salt Lake County, Utah.
7.

Plaintiff bid and paid the sum of $87,645.75 arid was granted title to the property

in fee simple by a duly executed Trustee's Deed. A true and coirect copy of the Trustee's Deed
is attached as Exhibit A and incorporated herein.
8.

After purchasing the Property, Plaintiff discovered that Defendant Chandler was

residing in the Property, allegedly under a lease agreement1 with former owner Stephanie
Reynolds. Defendant refused to produce a copy of the purported lease agreement, and refused to
vacate the Property.
9.

On September 18> 2009, Plaintiff Kemker caused to be served upon Defendant a

Five-Day Notice to Quit ("Notice to Quit"), demanding that Defendant vacate the Property
within five days. The Notice to Quit was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, in

1

by the Howard
W.an
Hunter
Lawtenancy.
Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Upon information and belief,Digitized
the purported
lease is
at-will
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL, & MCCARTHY, P.(

Setb MMott
Alex B. Leeman
Attorneysfor PlaintiffCorlene Kemker
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When recorded mail to:

CORLENE KEMKER TRUST
1170 BULUON STREET
MURRAY, UTAH 84123

TRUSTEE'S DEED
T.S. NO. 09-02474

LOAN NO. XXXXXX9095

APR 28-17-276-010-0000

JAMES H. WOODALL, Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust executed by
STEPHANIE REYNOLDS, A SINGLE WOMAN, Trustors, to secure certain obligations in
favor of CITIBANK FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, as Beneficiajy,
and filed for record on April 19,2006, as Entry No. 9698034, in Book 9282, at Page 3031 -3039.
of the Official Records of SALTLAKE County, State of Utah, after the recording of a Notice of
Default on April 16,2009, as Entry No. 10676476, in Book 97J 0 at Page 7920,
of the official records of said County; and a copy ofsuch Notice of Default with the date of
recordation shown thereon having been mailed by Certified Mail, postage prepaid within ten (10)
days after recordation, to each person entitled to receive a copy of said Notice; and three (3)
months having thereafter lapsed, and then the Trustee having given written notice of the time
and place of the Trustee's Sate, particularly describing the property to be sold, by publication of
such Notice at least three (3) times, once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks, the last
publication having been at least ten (10) days but not more than thirty (30) days prior to the sale,
in a newspaper having general circulation in the County in which the property is situated, and by
posting such Notice at least twenty (20) days before the date of sale in a conspicuous place on the
property to be sold, and also, in three public places in the precinct or city in which the property is
situated; and the Trustee, having mailed a copy of said written Notice by Certified Mail, postage
prepaid, at least twenty (20) days before the date of sale to those persons entitled thereto:
and the sale* having been held on September 16,2009 at 1130 cum. at the time and place
designated in the Notice of Sale, which was held between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 pjn., at the
Courthouse ofthe County in which the property is situated; and the property having been sold by "
the Trustee at public auction to the highest bidder; for and the price bid therefore having been
received by the Trustee; and the Trustee hereby conveys to
CORLENE KEMKER as Grantee, whose address is:

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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TRUSTEE'S DEED
T.S.NO. 09-02474
LOAN NO. XXXXXX9095
CORLENE KEMKER TRUST
1170 BULLION STREET
MURRAY, UTAH 84123
for valuable consideration, all of the Trustee'sright,title interest and claim of the Trustor and his
successors-in-interest and of all persons claiming by, through or under them, in and to the within
described property, including all such right, title, interest and claim in and to such property
acquired by the Trustor or his successors-in-interest subsequent to the execution of the Trust
Deed. Said property is described mote particularly, to-wit:
SEE EXHIBIT *A" ATTACHED HERETO.

DATED this 1 1

day of S f p l p T f l b g r

2009.

30DAE.L, TRUSTEE
STATE OF UTAH
SALT LAKE COUNTY
S F of- .

)
:ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this }~[ day of
2009 by JAMES H. WOODALL in his authorized capacity.

NOTARY ECBAJC
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT C
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NINETY (90) DAY NOTICE TO VACATE
Ownen Stephanie Reynolds
Tenant Cheryl Chandler
10449 Hyacinth Circle
Sandy, UT 84094
WITHIN NINETY DAYS after having been served this notice, you are requested ID vacate the premises at
the above address, which premises you now occupy.

10449 Hyacinth Circle"
Sandy. UT 84094

• •

The owner, CorJeoe ftemker, has purchased this home at a trustee auction. See attached deed. The sale has
not been contested and has been recorded with the state of Utah. This home was purchased as a primary residence
and noc an investment property.
If you have a bona fide lease as defined In the Foreclosure Act of2009 you have ninety (90) days
(December 17* 2009) to vacatefromthe date of first notice (Saturday, September 19th 2009).
If you have a bonafideJease
(!) Then you must provide the following within five calendar days (Sept 30*):
(a) A copy of your lease
(b) Copies of rent checks, front and back, from July, August and Septemberfrom2009
(c) Full disclosure ofall residents living on the premises
(2) You are required to pay rtnrni person to the owiier, CWeneKemker, noteierthan October J ^ 2009
by noon 02:00 PM) to the following address:
] 170W Bullion St
Murray, UTW123
DISCLAIMER: tf this situation does not fall under the protection of the Foreclosure Act of 2009 then you are
required to abide by the five (5) day Notice to Quit served upon you.
MUNICIPAL ORDINANCES PROVIDE: It shall be unlawfulforany person, upon vacating or removing from
dwellings, store rooms, or any other building to fail toremoveall garbage, rubbish, and asbesfromsuch building
and premises and also the ground appertaining thereto, or to fail to place same m a thoroughly sanitary condition 24
hours after said premises shall be vacated.
RETURN OF SERVICE
I certify that service ofthis notice was completed m accordance with the provisions of SectionTO-36-5and
Section 7 M M , Utah Code Annotated, 1953, on (date) g e f r t <3>t atfalace)1**^1 t y O f t f o ^ < *
, , - ., L _ Delivering a copy to the resident personally, OR
^
Co CI «-H6 KJ^X V&*
Sending a copy through certified orregisteredmail, addressed to theresidentat his place ofresidence,OR
Leaving a copy with
Person ofsuitable age and discretion at die resident'sresidenceor place of
business, and by mailing a second copy to theresidentat said residence or place of business, OR
N £ Affixing a copy in a conspicuous place on the premises, after failing to find anyone there.
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Cheryl Chandler, Pro Se
10449 Hyacinth Circle
># . Sandy, UT 84094
Telephone: 801-523-8823

•Htobzm
*...
^Pl^CSE?"

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OFUTAH
CORLENEKEMKER,
Plaintiff,
ANSWER
vs.
CHERYL CHANDLER, and JOHN DOES
1-10,
Defendant
Case No. 090917873
Judge Peuler

Defendant Cheryl Chandler answers plaintifPs Complaint herein against her, and, with
respect to the numbered allegations thereof, admits, denies, and alleges as follows:
1. Denies that plaintiff CorieneKemker is the owner of the property described.
2. Admits.
3. No response required.
4. Denies that Stqphanie Reynolds's ownership is "prior", and asserts that Stephanie
Reynolds is the present owner of the Property.
5. Admits.
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6. Denies that plaintiff purchased the subject property. Plaintiff actually purportedly
' purchased a second position lien in the Property. Denies that the alleged proceeding was lawful,
authorized, or effective.
7. Admits that Plaintiff purportedly paid the sum of $87,645.75, denies the authenticity
of the alleged trust deed Denies that lawful title was granted to the property as title was clouded
due to owner Stephanie Reynolds5 lawfully and properly executed rescissions to both the first
and second lien holders which were recorded on the public record after both lien holders
defaulted on their obligations pursuant to 15 USC 1625 and Reg. Z-226.15, 226.23.
Additionally, first position lien holder is also scheduled to attempt to foreclose on the same
Property on November 2, 2009 which further invalidates plaintiff's claim of title to Property
(Exhibit A).
8. Admits that defendant Cheryl Chandler is residing in the Property.

Denies that

Stephanie Reynolds is the former owner. Denies that a lease agreement is between her and
Stephanie Reynolds. Admits that lease is between Stephanie Reynolds and Merrill Chandler,
defendant's ex-husband. Denies that defendant refused to prodiuee a copy of the lease agreement
Admits that defendant referred plaintiff to Merrill Chandler, leaseholder. Admits that defendant
refused to vacate property, denies that plaintiff is the owner of said property and, therefore,
denies the legal validity of such a demand.
9. Admits service of a 5 day notice to quit. Denies that such notice is lawfiil or effective.
10. Admits service of a 90 day notice to vacate. Denies that such notice is lawful or
effective. Denies that Notice was served to leaseholder. Defendant referred plaintiff to Merrill
Chandler, lease-option holder, to fiilfill request Merrill ChandLsr emailed plaintiff on October 5,
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2009 detailing his concern about dealing with plaintiff in the matter after speaking with his own
*'attorney regarding the apparent controversy regarding the title and with Stephanie Reynolds'
attorney who explained that tide was clouded and a Quiet Utile action was beingfiledas soon as
thefirstlien hoJder completed their foreclosure sale on November 2, 2009 so all parties could be
present. He explained in the attached email (Exhibit B), that given the circumstances, he did not
know who the lawful owner of record was, given the cloud on tide and, therefore, felt that it was
best to wait for the judge to decide the matter. He never heard back from plaintiff and so he
assumed that plaintiff was in agreement that the matter needed to be adjudicated. Merrill denies
that plaintiff ever asked him for any documentation and, therefore, he has not failed to provide
any information. After plaintiff's failure to respond to the foregoing email, Merrill again emailed
plaintiff on October 16, 2009 (Exhibit C) with an update on the disposition of the forthcoming
quiet tide action. Again, no responsefromplaintiff.
11. Admits to time since service ofNotice. Denies that such notice is lawful or effective.
Admits that defendant occupies property.
12. Admits to time since service of Notice. Denies that such notice is lawfal or effective.
Denies that defendant is proper party to produce documentation. Alleges that proper party was
referred to plaintiff (See #10 above) and plaintiff failed to request any such documentation or
payment. Alleges that plaintiff agreed to terms of Merrill Chandler's email through plaintiff's
siJenee.
13. Denies. Defendant is lawfully occupying property as plaintiff's claim to property is
misguided as title is clouded.
14. No response required
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15.

Denies.

Alleges that plaintiff agreed through her silence to the terms of the

*' aforementioned emails, thereby, causing Merrill Chandler to believe that the disposition of
ownership of the Property was to be adjudicated and therefore the current terms of his lease with
owner Stephanie Reynolds was still valid and in effect. Alleges that if plaintiff didn't agree with
the terms of the aforementioned emails, then plaintiff had the option to demand such
documentation by responding to either email which she failed to do.
16. Denies,
17. Denies that defendant'srightto occupy should be terminated. Defendant asserts that,
at a minimum, she has the right to occupy Property for the full 90 days pursuant to federal law if
plaintiff is determined to be the lawful owner of the Property pending the disposition of the
forthcoming quiet title action. Defendant alleges that plaintiff is attempting to use judicial might
to gain control over the Property by evicting defendant rather than to wait to assert plaintiff's
alleged claim to Property in the quiet title action because, at best, plaintiff has a second position
lien which will be determined to be inferior to the claim of either whoever purchases the property
at the first hen holder's trustee's sale or to the owner, Stephanie Reynolds, Denies that plaintiff
is entitled to be awarded any writs or orders.
18. Denies plaintiff is entitled to any damages, attorneys' fees, or costs from defendant
Defendant alleges that plaintiff is trying to damage defendant by attempting to evict defendant
when plaintiff's claim to property is unclear and title is clouded.

FIRST DEFENSE
The Complaint fails to state any claim upon which relief may be granted.
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SECOND DEFENSE
The complaint is defective as Plaintiff's claim to Property is unclear as title is
significantly clouded.
THIRD DEFENSE
Plaintiffs trust deed is defective and inauthentic as transmitting lender's security interest
was void andforeclosurewas unlawful.
FOURTH DEFENSE
Foreclosing party was not the real party in interest nor the holder in due course, therefore,
foreclosure was invalid and subsequent trust deed is void.
FIFTH DEFENSE
True owner of property is in dispute and title needs to be quieted.

Wherefore, defendant prays that the complaint herein against him be terminated and
dismissed, that plaintiff take nothing thereby, for defendants9 fees and costs, and for such other
and further relief as the court deems just in the premises.

DATED this 2nd day of November; 2009

aeryl Qf
CJIfcindler
Cheryl
Pro Se Defendant
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
The following described property will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder at the Main
Entrance, Scott M. Matheson Courthouse, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, on
November 2,2009, at 12:30 p.m. of said day, for die purpose of foreclosing a trust deed originally
executed on February 27,2008 by Stephanie Reynolds, as trustor, in favor of Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee fto Bank of Utah, its successors and assigns, covering" the
following real property purported to be located in Salt Lake County at 10449 South Hyacinth Circle,
Sandy, UT 84094 (the undersigned disclaims liability for any error in the address), and more
particularly described as:
Lot 26, WHTTE CTTY #32, according to the oiBcial plat thereof, recorded in tbc OflBce of the Salt Lakt County
Recorder, State of Utah.
Together with all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and all easements, appurtenances, and
fixtures now or hereafter a part ofthe property.

The current beneficiary of the trust deed is US Bank NA and the record owner of the property as of
the recording of the notice of default is Stephanie Reynolds.
The sale is subject to bankruptcyfiling,payoff, reinstatement or any other circumstance that would
affect the validity of the sale. If any such circumstance exists, the sale shall be void, the successful.
bidder's fimds returned and the trustee and current beneficiary shall not be liable to the successful
bidder for any damage.
Bidders must tender to the trustee a $5,000.00 deposit at the sale and the balance of the purchase
price by 12:00 noon the day following the sale. The deposit must be in theformof a bank or credit
union cashier's check or bank official check payabletoeTMe Insurance Agency. The balance must
be in the form of a wire transfer, bank or credit union cashier's check, bank official check or U.S.
Postal money order payable to eTitle Insurance Agency. Cash payments are not accepted A
trustee's deed will be delivered to the successfiil bidder within three business days afterreceiptof
the amount bid.
DATED: October 2,2009.
eTitle Insurance Agency, Trustee
3269 South Main, #100
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801)263-3400
Office Hours: 8:00 aan. - 5:00 p m
L&A Case No. 09-78843

THIS COMMUNICATION IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT, AND ANY
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
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Frorr; "Merrill Chandler, Executive Director"
.*..
<Men1ll@EchelonAdvisoryGroup.com>
Subject; 1G449 S Hyacinth Circle
Date: October 5, 2009 7:17:06 AM MDT
To- RKemker@comcast.net
To Whom it May Concern:
My ex-wife has informed me that you believe you have purchased the property we are leasing
at 10449 Hyacinth Circle at a foreclosure sale. She aiso said that you have stopped by on
numerous occasions asking her to move out and requesting my lease and banking information
rn order to prove the legitimacy of the lease. Unfortunately, the owner of the property
represents that it was an illegalforeclosureand that the bank did not have the aulhority to
foreclose. This leaves me in a predicament as I have two individuals claiming to be the owner
of the property.
Given this apparent controversy and the fact that it will be a significant expense to move my
family to a new home, I spoke with my lawyer and asked him to research the situation so I can
know who the true owner of the house is and what my rights are as the lessee. His research
nto the disposition of the title confirmed that there is a cloud on the title and a definite
jontroversy exists as to who owns the property which would typically need to be adjudicated in
t quiet title action. Based on his research into the Stephanie Reynolds' daims, he confirmed
rat her claims are valid, significant, and based on law.
I speaking with the owner's attorney, I have learned that a quiet title action is being initiated
lis week in which you will have the opportunity to assert your claim on the property. I have
warded your information to the prosecuting attorney so that you will be included in the quiet
le action. Their intention is to ask the judge to set aside the foreclosure or, at the very least,
op any eviction proceedings until this matter is settled. Therefore, J must ask you to cease
communication with my ex-wife and family as you are causing them significant stress and
sy cannot help you as I'm the lessee and financially responsible party. Please direct any
ther communication regarding this matter to me at the phone number below.
iel for you and the situation you have found yourself in, but it is not my place to make a
ermination as to who the owner of the property is and, until the courts decide this matter, I
] only operate as if my lease with the owner is still valid and that she is my contact regarding
property.
merely,

rill Chandler
463-3377
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cF/om:
r«..
Subject
Date:
To;

"Merrill Chandler, Executive Director"
<Merrill@EchelonAdvisoryGroup.corn>
10449 Hyacinth Circle
October 16, 2009 11:11:54 AM MDT
RKemker@comcast.net

Thank you for your patience in this very important matter. Utah statute requires
certain notification periods in order to ensure that all parties who may have an
Interest in a property are duly noticed. Please send me the name and address of
the person you would like the plaintiff to summons to the quiet title action. My
understanding is that the quiet title action will be filed between the 10th and 15th
of November.
Thanks again for your cooperation,
Merrill Chandler
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
J hereby certify that on November 2nd, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing "ANSWER" to be sent by U.S. mail, first-class postage prepaid to:
John A. Snow (2025) jsno\ytg>vancof.cnrn
Seth M. Mott H2768) smotttgvancntf com
AJex B. Leeman (12S78) aIeeman@vancott.com
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY, RC.
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: 801-532-3333
Facsimile: 801-534-0058

7DDS 3110 DDD3 ?450 1425
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Utah Code Annotated
25-5-1. Estate or interest in real property.
No estate or interest in real property, other than leases for a term not exceeding one
year, nor any trust or power over or concerning real property or in any manner relating
thereto, shall be created, granted, assigned, surrendered or declared otherwise than by act
or operation of law, or by deed or conveyance in writing subscribed by the party creating,
granting, assigning, surrendering or declaring the same, or by his lawful agent thereunto
authorized by writing.
57-1-20. Transfers in trust of real property - Purposes - Effect.
Transfers in trust of real property may be made to secure the performance of an
obligation of the trustor or any other person named in the trust deed to a beneficiary. All
right, title, interest and claim in and to the trust property acquired by the trustor, or the
trustor's successors in interest, subsequent to the execution of the trust deed, shall inure to
the trustee as security for the obligation or obligations for which the trust property is
conveyed as if acquired before execution of the trust deed.
57-1-21. Trustees of trust deeds - Qualifications.
(1) (a) The trustee of a trust deed shall be:
(i) any active member of the Utah State Bar who maintains a place within the state
where the trustor or other interested parties may meet with the trustee to:
(A) request information about what is required to reinstate or payoff the obligation
secured by the trust deed;
(B) deliver written communications to the lender ais required by both the trust deed
and by law;
(C) deliver funds to reinstate or payoff the loan secured by the trust deed; or
(D) deliver funds by a bidder at a foreclosure sale to pay for the purchase of the
property secured by the trust deed;
(ii) any depository institution as defined in Section 7-1-103. or insurance company
authorized to do business and actually doing business in Utah under the laws of Utah or
the United States;
(iii) any corporation authorized to conduct a trust business and actually conducting a
trust business in Utah under the laws of Utah or the United States;
(iv) any title insurance company or agency that:
(A) holds a certificate of authority or license under Title 31 A, Insurance Code, to
conduct insurance business in the state;
(B) is actually doing business in the state; and
(C) maintains a bona fide office in the state;
(v) any agency of the United States government; or
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(vi) any association or corporation that is licensed, chartered, or regulated by the Farm
Credit Administration or its successor.
(b) For purposes of this Subsection (1), a person maintains a bona fide office within
the state if that person maintains a physical office in the state:
(i) that is open to the public;
(ii) that is staffed during regular business hours on regular business days; and
(iii) at which a trustor of a trust deed may in person:
(A) request information regarding a trust deed; or
(B) deliver funds, including reinstatement or payoff funds.
(c) This Subsection (1) is not applicable to a trustee of a trust deed existing prior to
May 14,1963, nor to any agreement that is supplemental to that trust deed.
(d) The amendments in Laws of Utah 2002, Chapter 209, to this Subsection (1) apply
only to a trustee that is appointed on or after May 6, 2002.
(2) The trustee of a trust deed may not be the beneficiary of the trust deed, unless the
beneficiary is qualified to be a trustee under Subsection (l)(a)(ii), (iii), (v), or (vi).
(3) The power of sale conferred by Section 57-1-23 may only be exercised by the
trustee of a trust deed if the trustee is qualified under Subsection (l)(a)(i) or (iv).
(4) A trust deed with an unqualified trustee or without a trustee shall be effective to
create a lien on the trust property, but the power of sale and other trustee powers under
the trust deed may be exercised only if the beneficiary has appointed a qualified
successor trustee under Section 52zh21
57-1-21.5. Trustees of trust deeds — Duties — Prohibited conduct - Penalties.
(1) Except as provided in Subsection (2), the following duties of the trustee may not
be delegated:
(a) the preparation and execution of:
(i) the notice of default and election to sell;
(ii) the cancellation of notice of default and election to sell;
(iii) the notice of sale; and
(iv) the trustee's deed;
(b) the notification of foreclosure through publication, posting, and certified or
registered mail;
(c) the receiving and responding to requests for reinstatement or payoff requirements;
and
(d) the handling of reinstatement or payoff funds.
(2) Nothing in this section is intended to prevent:
(a) the trusteefromusing clerical or office staff:
(i) that is under the trustee's direct and immediate supervision; and
(ii) to assist in the duties described in Subsection (1);
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(b) the trusteefromusing the services of others for publication, posting, marketing, or
advertising the sale; or
(c) a beneficiary of a trust deed or the servicing agent of the beneficiary from directly
performing the functions described in:
(i) Subsection (l)(c); or
(ii) Subsection (l)(d).
(3) The amendments in Laws of Utah 2002, Chapter 209, to Subsection (2) do not
apply to a foreclosure if the notice of default related to the foreclosure was filed before
May 6, 2002.
(4) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (4)(c), a trustee may not solicit or receive any
fee for referring business to a third party.
(b) Fees prohibited under Subsection (4)(a) include:
(i) a commission;
(ii) a referral based fee, including a fee for the referral of:
(A) title work;
(B) posting services; or
(C) publishing services; or
(iii) a fee similar to a fee described in Subsection (4)(b)(i) or (ii).
(c) Subsection (4)(a) does not apply to:
(i) fees received by a trustee for the trustee acting as co-legal counsel, if the trustee is
otherwise permitted by law to receive fees as co-legal counsel; or
(ii) a nonpreferred participation in net profits based upon an ownership interest or
franchise relationship that is not otherwise prohibited by law.
(5) A trustee may not require the following to pay any costs that exceed the actual
costs incurred by the trustee:
(a) a trustor reinstating or paying off a loan; or
(b) a beneficiary acquiring property through foreclosure.
(6) (a) A person that violates Subsection (4) or (5) is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
(b) In addition to a person's liability under Subsection (6)(a), if a person violates
Subsection (4) or (5), that person is liable to the trustor for an amount equal to the greater
of:
(i) the actual damages of the trustor as a result of the violation; or
(ii) $1,000.
(c) In an action brought under Subsection (6)(b), 1iie party that does not prevail in the
action that is brought under Subsection (6)(b) shall pay the attorney fees of the prevailing
party.
57-1-22. Successor trustees - Appointment by beneficiary - Effect - Substitution of
trustee ~ Recording — Form.
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(1) (a) The beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee at any time byfilingfor record
in the office of the county recorder of each county in which the trust property or some
part of the trust property is situated, a substitution of trustee.
(b) The new trustee shall succeed to all the power, duties, authority, and title of the
trustee named in the deed of trust and of any successor trustee.
(c) The beneficiary may, by express provision in the substitution of trustee, ratify and
confirm action taken on the beneficiary's behalf by the new trustee prior to the recording
of the substitution of trustee.
(2) The substitution shall:
(a) identify the trust deed by stating:
(i) the names of the original parties to the trust deed;
(ii) the date of recordation; and
(iii) (A) the book and page where the trust deed is recorded; or
(B) the entry number;
(b) include the legal description of the trust property;
(c) state the name and address of the new trustee; and
(d) be executed and acknowledged by all of the beneficiaries under the trust deed or
their successors in interest.
(3) (a) If not previously recorded at the time of recording a notice of default, the
successor trustee shall file for record, in the ofiice of the county recorder of each county
in which the trust property or some part of it is situated, the substitution of trustee.
(b) A copy of the substitution of trustee shall be sent in the manner provided in
Subsection 57zlz26(2) to any:
(i) person who requests a copy of any notice of default or notice of sale under
Subsection 57-l-26(l)(a): and
(ii) person who is a party to the trust deed to whom a copy of a notice of default would
be required to be mailed by Subsection 57-1-26(3).
(4) A substitution of trustee shall be in substantially the following form:
Substitution of Trustee
(insert name and address of new trustee)
is hereby appointed successor trustee under the trust deed executed by
as
trustor, in which
is named beneficiary and
as trustee, and filed for record
(month\day\year), and recorded in Book
, Page
, Records of
County, (or filed for record
(month\day\year), with recorder's entry No.
'
County), Utah.
(Insert legal description)
Signature
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,

(Certificate of Acknowledgment)
57-1-23. Sale of trust property - Power of trustee - Foreclosure of trust deed.
The trustee who is qualified under Subsection 57-l-21(l)(a)(i) or (iv) is given the
power of sale by which the trustee may exercise and cause the trust property to be sold in
the manner provided in Sections 57-1-24 and 57-1-27. after a breach of an obligation for
which the trust property is conveyed as security; or, at the option of the beneficiary, a
trust deed may be foreclosed in the manner provided by law for the foreclosure of
mortgages on real property. The power of sale may be exercised by the trustee without
express provision for it in the trust deed.
57-1-24. Sale of trust property by trustee - Notice of default.
The power of sale conferred upon the trustee who is qualified under Subsection
57-l-21(l)(a)(i) or (iv) may not be exercised until:
(1) the trustee first files for record, in the office of the recorder of each county where
the trust property or some part or parcel of the trust property is situated, a notice of
default, identifying the trust deed by stating the name of the trustor named in the trust
deed and giving the book and page, or the recorders entry number, where the trust deed is
recorded and a legal description of the trust property, and containing a statement that a
breach of an obligation for which the trust property was conveyed as security has
occurred, and setting forth the nature of that breach and of the trustee's election to sell or
cause to be sold the property to satisfy the obligation;
(2) not less than three months has elapsed from the time the trustee filed for record
under Subsection (1); and
(3) after the lapse of at least three months the trustee shall give notice of sale as
provided in Sections 57-1-25 and 57-1-26.
57-1-26. Requests for copies of notice of default and notice of sale — Mailing by trustee
or beneficiary - Publication of notice of default - Notice to parties of trust deed.
(1) (a) Any person desiring a copy of any notice of default and of any notice of sale
under any trust deed shall file for record a duly acknowledged request for a copy of any
notice of default and notice of sale:
(i) in the office of the county recorder of any county in which the trust property or any
part of the trust property is situated; and
(ii) at any time:
(A) subsequent to the filing for record of the trust deed; and
(B) prior to the filing for record of a notice of default.
(b) Except as provided in Subsection (3), the request described in Subsection (l)(a)
may not be included in any other recorded instrument.
(c) The request described in Subsection (l)(a) shall:
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(i) set forth the name and address of the one or more persons requesting copies of the
notice of default and the notice of sale; and
(ii) identify the trust deed by stating:
(A) the names of the original parties to the trust deed;
(B) the date offilingfor record of the trust deed;
(C) (I) the book and page where the trust deed is recorded; or
(II) the recorder's entry number; and
(D) the legal description of the trust property.
(d) The request described in Subsection (l)(a) shall be in substantially the following
form:
REQUEST FOR NOTICE
The undersigned requests that a copy of any notice of default and a copy of notice of
sale under the trust deed filed for record
(month\day\year)5 and recorded in
Book
, Page
, Records of
County, (orfiledfor record
(month
\day\year), with recorder's entry number
,
County), Utah, executed by
and
as trustors, in which
is named as beneficiary and
as
trustee, be mailed to
(insert name)
at
(insert address)
.
(Insert legal description)
Signature
(Certificate of Acknowledgement)
(e) If a request for a copy of a notice of default and notice of sale isfiledfor record
under this section, the recorder shall index the request in:
(i) the mortgagor's index;
(ii) mortgagee's index; and
(iii) abstract record.
(f) Except as provided in Subsection (3), the trustee under any deed of trust is not
required to send notice of default or notice of sale to any person notfilinga request for
notice as described in this Subsection (1).
(2) (a) Not later than 10 days after recordation of a notice of default, the trustee or
beneficiary shall mail a signed copy of the notice of default:
(i) by certified or registered mail, with postage prepaid;
(ii) with the recording date shown;
(iii) addressed to each person whose name and address are set forth in a request that
has been recorded prior to thefilingfor record of the notice of default; and
(iv) directed to the address designated in the request.
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(b) At least 20 days before the date of sale, the trustee shall mail a signed copy of the
notice of the time and place of sale:
(i) by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid;
(ii) addressed to each person whose name and address are set forth in a request that
has been recorded prior to the filing for record of the notice of default; and
(iii) directed to the address designated in the request.
(3) (a) Any trust deed may contain a request that a copy of any notice of default and a
copy of any notice of sale under the trust deed be mailed to any person who is a party to
the trust deed at the address of the person set forth in the trust deed.
(b) A copy of any notice of default and of any notice of sale shall be mailed to any
person requesting the notice who is a party to the trust deed at the same time and in the
same manner required in Subsection (2) as though a separate request had been filed by
each person as provided in Subsection (1) except that a trustee shall include with a signed
copy of a notice of default and the signed copy of a notice of sale the following
information current as of the time the notice of default and the notice of sale is provided:
(i) the name of the trustee;
(ii) the mailing address of the trustee;
(iii) if the trustee maintains a bona fide office in the state meeting the requirements of
Subsection 57-l-21(l)(b). the address of a bona fide office of the trustee meeting the
requirements of Subsection 57-l-21(l)(b):
(iv) the hours during which the trustee can be contacted regarding the notice of default
and notice of sale, which hours shall include the period during regular business hours in a
regular business day; and
(v) a telephone number that the person may use to contact the trustee during the hours
described in Subsection (3)(b)(iv).
(4) If no address of the trustor is set forth in the trust deed and if no request for notice
by the trustor has been recorded as provided in this section, no later than 15 days after the
filing for record of the notice of default, a copy of the notice of default shall be:
(a) mailed to the address of the property described in the notice of default; or
(b) posted on the property.
(5) The following shall not affect the title to trust property or be considered notice to
any person that any person requesting copies of notice of default or of notice of sale has
or claims any right, title or interest in, or lien or claim upon, the trust property:
(a) a request for a copy of any notice filed for record under Subsection (1) or (3);
(b) any statement or allegation in any request described in Subsection (5)(a); or
(c) any record of a request described in Subsection (5)(a).
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